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INTRODUCTION 

CONCEPTUALISING PEASANTRY 

Political economy of the agrarian society in India 

has been a major concern for sociologists, particularly after 

independence. It has emerged as a distinct field of sociological 

and anthropological investigation for both the Marxist ani the non

Marxist scholars. The nature of agrarian econany and its refiection 

on polity in Bihar, however, assumes a special significance. It is 

. not only one of the most backward states but also a state whose 

maximum population still depem on agriculture for their livelihood. 

Apart fran caste rtgidities ani economic disparities it has long 

historical tradition of political mobilisation. 

However, before embarking upon the structure of 

agrarian econany and its consequences m the dynamics of political 

mobilization in conta:nporary Bihar, an an&cysis of the sociological 

categories such as agrarian structure, peasantry and political 

mobilization becomes necessary. Agrarian social structure is 

constituted of those sectim of people who perform various functions 

in the organisation of agricultural production. It also indicates 

towards the differential share of 'Various sections of people in 

the agrarian system. To be more clear, agrarian structure refers 

to the composition of society in terms of O'Wllership possession 
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and use of land.1 

Peasants are different fran both the lanilards and 

the poor agricultural workers. Despite the fact that peasants 

are also canparatively poor sectim of' rural society, they are 

better than the agricultural labourers. 

According to Robert Redfield peasants are those who 

possess suall land holdings and cultivate it themselves. He toontions 

that peasants are economically independent and the labour is simpli-

2 
fied by their Wlpaid family wage labour. T.Sam:in mentions the 

following four basic characteristics of' peasantry: 

1 • The peasant family farms the basic tmit of a multi-dimensional 
social or~anisation. 

2. Land husbandry is tre main source of livelihood. 

3. There is domination of peasantry. 

4. The peasant possesses the culture of small communities) 

Apart from the fact that peasants are different fran 

agricultural labourers and lan.d.lords, they live in an altogether 

different social. enviraunent. Thus the peasant society is essentially 

different fran tribal society. According to Redfield peasants stand 

1. Beteille1 Arxire, Study in agrarian social structure{Oxf'ord Univer
sity Press, 1974), 

2. Redfield, Robert, Peasant Societ and Culture An Ant.hro olo cal 
Approach to Civilization Chicago: 195 

3. Samin,T., (ed.), Peasants and Peasant Society - Selected Readings 
{Penguine, 1971). 
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between tribal peoples and urban peoples.4 F.G.Bailey presents 

tribes and castes in terms of two models, namely, the 'segmentary' 

and the 1organic 1 respective~.5 

However, Andre Beteille argues that the definition of 

a tribal society as a segmentary system will not be of much practi-

6 
cal use in a country like India. On the basis of Redfield's 

analysis, Surjit Sinha observes that the best way of conceptuali-

sing the peasantry is to think of a continunrum ranged between these 

7 polar types. 

Similarly, in t~ opinion of Jay Edward tribal and 

peasant villages are different as the fonner are more primi"t:ive 

or 'folk-like 1 • 
8 Furthermore, Engels describes that peasants 

are different fran tribals as well as industrial workers. It is the 

agricultural proletariat and the farm labourers who are very close 

to the iniustrial wcrkers of the towns. 9 

4. Redfield, Robert, op cit. 

Samin,T. op cit. 

Majunrlar,D.N.( A Tribe in Transition- A study in Cultur 
(Lotxlon: 1937). 

Pattern, -

Bailey,F .G, 'Tribe and Caste in India', Contribution to Indian 
Sociology, Vol. 7-19. 

5. Redfi.eld,Robert, 1Tribe, Peasant and City' quoted in Das,N.K, 
Tribe Peasant Question in East India, in Karna,M.N (ed.), Peasantry 
in Rural ProteS:. (Shillong: Department of Sociology, North East Hill 

University). 
Bailey,F.G, Tribe, Caste and Nation(Manchester University Press). 

6. Beteille, Andre, S:i.Jc Essays in Comparative Sociology(Delbi: Oxford 
University Press, 

7. Sinha1 s.c, 'Tribe-Caste and Tribe-Peasant Continum in Central India 1 , 

Man in India, 45: 57-$3, 1965. 
8. Ja:y1 Edward, 'A Canparison of Tribal and Peasant Villages in India', 

Journal of the Indian Anthropological Society, 9: 39-70, 1974. 
9. Engels, Frederick, The Peasant War in Genna.ny(Moscow: Progress 

Publishers, 1977), p.16. 
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DIFFERENTIATION OF PEASANTRY 

Peasants do not constitute a homogeneous category 

largely because of its class character. For example, Dalip,S.Swami, 

on the basis of various criteria, differentiate peasantry into 

poor, middle and well-t<Hio categories.1o Aswani Saith arrl Ajay 

Tankha in their study of a western U.P village have arranged the 

11 
peasantry into ricn, middle and poor peasants. 

The differentiation of peasantry into middle peasants, 

wage labourers and poor peasants has been suggested by P .Burdhan. 

He rejects the view of Asok Rudra who considers peasants as om 

class. 12 Ut.sa Patnaik also differs fran Asok Rudra. Sba differen-

ti.ates peasantry into three broad categories, namely, rich, middle 

and poor peasants. According to Patna.ik rich peasants are economic-

ally dominant, middle peasants are self-sufficient and poor 

peasants are wage labourers.13 

J olm Harris classified peasantry as follows: 

1. Rich peasants, 2. independent middle peasants and 

3. poor peasants. 

1 O. Swamy, Dalip, 'Differentiation of Peasantry', Econanic and 
Political Week1y(EPW), Vol.XI, No.50, Dec 1, 1976. 

11. Saith, Aswani and Tankha,Ajay, '.Agrarian Tension and Differentia
tion of Peasantry- A Stuiy of Western U.P., EPW, Vol.VII, No.14, 
April 17/2. -

12. Bard.han,P., 10n Class Relations in India', ~, VoloXIV, No.; 9, 
1979. 

13. Patnaik,Utsa, 'Class Differentiation Within Peasantry: An Appro
ach to An~· sis of Indian Agriculture 1 , EPW, Vo .XI, No. 39, 1976. 
Revievt of Agriculture. -
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According to Harris rich peasants are those who employ labourers 

but depend to a greater extent on family labour. The middle 

peasants are those who depend on others an:i also go for wages. 

The poor peasants are fully dependent om wage labour. 14 Nirmal 

Kumar Chandra 15 has taken the population as basic tmit to identify 

agrarian classes and peasantry. 

Joan Mencher differentiates peasantry in the cater,or-

ies of ( 1) the landless poor peasants, (2) middle peasants, 

(3) rich peasants, and (4) intel"'1V3diary class of large landlords. 

Poor and middle peasants, according to Mencher, constituie the 

16 class of peasants. 

Ho-wever, Beteille advocates that in India heirarchy 

a.rxi social stratification has been fcrned on the basis of caste 

and, therefore, status determines the kind of work one does. The 

caste system sharpened the distinction between those who worked and 

those for whom others wcrked. On the OO.sis of ownership, control 

and use of land , Beteille arranges Imian agricultural population 

into three basic categcries as follows: 

14. Harris, Joan, •wey- People Remain in Rural South India', Social 
Scientist, Vol. VIII, 1:979, pp.20-47. 

1 5. Chandra, Ninnal Kli!IB.r, 1 Agrarian Transition in India' 1 Frontier, 
Vol.vn, 29, 1775-76. 

16. Mencher, Joan, P., 'Problems in Analysing Rural Class structure', 
~' Vol. IX, No.35, 1974, pp.1495-1503. 
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1 • Non-cultivating owners and tenure holders, 

2. owner cultivators, and share croppers, and 

3. agrarian labourers. 

Beteille argues that the total population belonging to the class 

owner-cultivators in strict sense cmstitutes the Irrlian peasantry 

looking like a homogeneous category. 17 

POLITICAL MOBILIZATION 

The potential of political mobilization among the 

peasants has been a moot point both amoog scholars ani political 

actiVists. 

Marx cansiderei peasantry, especially the French peasa-

ntry after the French Revolution of 1848, as devoid of proper 

organisatim and ccmnunication. 18 He thought that peasantry would 

join the industrial proletariat in the latter struggle aga.:i.m t 

bourgeoisie. But after French Revolution he criticized tre peasantry 

aDl named it petti bourgeoisie. He described peasantry as the 

representative of barbarism in the midst or civilization.
1

9 

This perception of Marx, which was partial, in the sense 

that it was formulated on the basis of the single case experience of 

17. Beteille, .An1re, Study in Agz:arian Social Structure(Oxford. Uni. 
Press, 1974), p.6? and pp.117-141. 

18. Marx, Karl, 'Eighteenth Brum.aire of Louis Bonaparte,' 1 Select-
. ed Works, Vol.1,(Moscow: 1977, Fourth Printing), ~p.167-1?8. 

19. Man, Karl, The Class Struggle in France ( 1940-50) 1 (Lorrlon: 1934), 
pp • .33-131. 
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the French Revolution of 1848, was challenged by tre latter develop-

ments. Active participation by the peasantry in the revolutionary 

activities in China ani other third-world countries showed that 

peasants are a political force to reckon with. 

Engili writes: "The agricultural proletariat, the 

farm labourers ••••• is also the class nearest to the industrial 

workers of the towns, which shares their living condition and is 

steeped even more in misery than they. To galvanise and draw into 

the movement this class ••••• is the immediate and most urgent task 

of German labour movement". 20 

However, Barringtoo. Moore, in- his book, 'Social Origin 

of Dictatorship and Democracy' explains the various political roles 

played by the upper class ani the peasantry in the transformation 

of society fran agrarian societies to modern industrial oo.es. The 

first root through the great revolutions and · civil wars, according 

to him, led to the combination of capitalism in western democracy. 

Eg. U.K., France,arxi America. In England, rural and industrial 

capitalism wiped out the peasnats. According to him, peasantry 

l.acked the revolutionary potential while in France a substantial 

contribution to the French Revolution was made by peasantry. In 

India neither a capitalist revolution fran above or below nor a 

peasant revolution leading to canmunism has occured. 21 

·2o. Engels, The Peasant War in Genna.ny, (Moscow: Vth Printing, 1979), 
p.16. 

21. Moor, Barington, Social Origin of Dictatorship and Democracy: 
ani Peasant Working of M<rlem World (Penguin, 1967). 



D.N.Dhanagre rejects the view of Moore particularly in regard to 

Indian situation.22 

Lenin also distinguishes poor peasants from the 

middle peasants and describes that the intemal differentiation 

within the peasantry is caused by the penetration of capitalism 

in agriculture. He expresses doubt about the .middle peasantry 

as a revolutioua.ry class. 
23 According to Mao poor peasant( tenant 

peasant) is more revolutionary than the middel peasant.~ 

Fanon observes that "In colooial countries, the peasants alone are 

revolutionary fer they have nothing to lose and everything to gain. 

'l'he .starving peasants outside the class system is the first among 

tre exploited to discover that only violences plays,far him there is 

no campranise 11 • 
25 

THE MIDDlE PEASANT THESIS 

Potentiality of peasnatry for revolutionary political 

mobilization has also been interpreted by various scholars. Sane 

22. Dhanagre,D.N, Peasant Movements in India,1920-1950,(Delhi: Oxford 
Uni. Press, 1983), p.5. 

23. Lenin.,V .I., 'The Develq>ment of Capitalism in Russia' 1 Collected 
Works III(Moscow: 1960), pp.70-185. 

24. Mao Tse Tung, Selected Works~ Vol. I,Second Printing, (Peldng: 
Foreign Language Press, 1967 , pp.14-20. 

25. Fanon,F .; The Socialist Register, 1969o 
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of them have argued that the middle peasants possess greater 

capability for political mobilization. This middle peasant thesis 

has been advocated by Hamza Alavi and Eric Wolf. Hamza Alavi obser

ves that the middle peasant is independent from feudal boni and, 

therefore, he is quite able to lead revolution while the poor peas

ant is not able to lead revolution due to certain societal bonds. 26 

However, the middle peasant thesis has been criticised 

by many scholars such as Arvirrl .Na.rain Das, D.N.Dhanagre and Kathl

een Gaugh. According to them self-sufficiency itself prevents the 

middle peasantry from leading a revolution as they renain isolated 

fran. other secti.ons of peasantry. 27 

Political mobilization has been witnessed during 

last many years in Iniia in general and in Bihar in particular. It 

can be perceived in a meaningful way only if we consider it in the 

light of the long establi~hed structure of inequality. In this 

work an attempt has been made to assess the nature of changes in 

agrarian social structure due to various factors such as Agrarian 

reforms, Green Revolutions and political mobilizations. 

26. Alvi,Hamza, 'Peasants ani Revolution' in Miliband,R. (ed.) The 
Socialist Register, 1965, (London), pp.244-251. -

Wolf,Eric, 'On Peasant Rebellions, 1 International Social Science 
Journal, Vol.21, 1969. 

27. Das, A.N., arian Unrest arrl Socio-economic C e in Bihar, 
19CX?-1900, N.Delhi: Manohar, 1983 , p.15. 

Gough,Kethleen, 'Indian Peasant Uprising', in Desai,A.R.(ed.) 
Peasant Movements in Irrlia, (Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1978). 
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Bihar is one of the most backward states of India whose 

economy is predominantly agrarian. Despite the fact that it was 

the first State in India to enact land refonn. laws, it proved to 

be the area where the progressive steps towards land • to the tiller 

defeated most successfully. Although it has not been the pocket of 

green revolution, the countrysides of Bihar has been badly affected by 

the negative cmsequences of green revolution. Large scale rural 

violence v1h:ich started taking place after 1900 largely because 

of the changes brought about in the production technology. 

The :f.lami.ng fields of Bihar is also a fertile land for 

political mobilization. It has the long histori-cal tradition of 

peasant movements. Gandhi's Champaran moverrent, activity of Kisan 

Sabha and J .P' s movanent are few examples. 

The present work is divided into four chapters dealing 

with different dimensions of agrarian society of Inida \dth special 

reference to Bihar. 

In the first Chapter we shall discuss a brief sunmary 

of the agrarian relation in Irrlia during British peri<Xi with 

special reference to Bihar. The main objective of three land settle

ments was to serve the economic ani political interests of imperialist 

bourgeoisie ani remove the time stagnancy in agricultural production 

prevailing since the Mughal period. To subjugate the peasantry to 

unbearable tazs ani to squeeze and fleece them was foun:i to be the 

main strategy of l.ani tenure system during the Mughal and British 
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periods. In the second part of this chapter we will discuss 

agrarian classes in the post independence period. 

In the secon:l chapter we shall discuss various measures 

taken with a view to agrarian reforms in different States of 

India in general and in Bihar in particular. Apart from this an 

attempt should be made to analyse the role of Bhoodan, Granrlan and 

Sam.patidan movements. 

In the third Chapter we will discuss the social 

impacts of green revoluticn in terms of agricultural development 

and rural transformation. 

The fourth Chapter will deal with a brief history 

of peasant movements, including its nature, causes and consequences. 

Lastly, we will draw conclusions of our discussion. 

We will del:imit our discussim by excluiing tribal areas fran our 

purview, because these areas are different fran plains not m1.y in 

topography ani ecology but also in social relations. 

This work is largely based upc.n secondary sources. 



CHAPTER I 

AGRARIAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

THE COLONIAL PERIOD 

We have analysed in this chapter the agrarian economy 

and its relation with political system during colonial period with 

special reference to Bihar. Before analysing the colonial land 

policy, it will be better to explain sane of the main characterist-

ics of the agrarian situation in the pre-British period. 

The absence of a definite private ownership over la.nd 

in the Mughal period can be distingbished from the classical 

feudalism of Europe and British India. · The agrarian system during 

this period was not production oriented but it was tax-oriented. 

Tm peasantry was forced to meet the needs and demams of the 

ruling sovereign, the anny and the landed aristocracy. Moreland 

says that the tax was paid by the peasantry for maintaining both 

1 the ruling sovereign and the anny. During this pericd cultiv.atare 

were· subjected to unbearable. tax demands fran an elaborately 

organised revenue administration. Mughals were squeezing the 

maximum surplus fran them arrl thereby preventing the development 

of the productive fcrces. 2 The political system of this period 

1. MoreJ.arrl;l'l.H., lt,grarian System of MosHm India, (Delhi: 1968) ,p • .xi. 
2. Jacob, T .G., Imia: Devel ent and De ri vation - Neo Coloni.:U 

Transformation of the Cotmtry in a Historiil Perspective, New Delhi: 
Y~ss Line Press, 1986), pp.22-28. 
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was marked by an incessant series of local wars, and the situation 

has been described by some scholars who characterise the Irrlian 
? 

state as a "conquest state" or a ''military feudalism"/ 

The Land Tenure Systems 

The introduction of land revenue settlement by the 

4 
British colonial state aimed at retaining the time-old stagnancy. 

Another purpose was to fleece and squeeze the peasantry. ne.se 

were the common characteristics of the agrarian system under Mughal 

and British periods. 

In the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth century ' 

three basic land revenue systems were introduced; the zamindari 

system known as permanent settlanent, the ryotwari system and the 

mahalwari system. The main objective of the land settlement was 

to increase the Company's revenue, and secondly it was to increase 

agricultural production and bring about change in land relations 

among various classes. 5 

The mahalwari system, kno-wn as joint or canmon 

ownership of land, was intrcnuced in the United Provinces except 

Oudh, Punjab, and Central Provinces( excluding Berar). This system 

vested proprietary rights over land with village canmunities and 

3 • j bid' p. ?2. 
4. j_bid. 
5. Dhanagre,D.N., Peasant Movement in India 1920-1950, (Delhi: 

Oxford University Press, 1983). 
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land was cultivated on a co-sharing basis.' But R.Mukherjee 

observed that there was a trend towards individual assessnent arrl 

in practice the c~ropreitors were treated as individual propriet

ors. 6 Baden Powell also confirms the landed spirit of individual 

in mahalwari system. 7 -Evaluating the maJJall;ari syster1 Dhan.a~;re 

writes: "in so far as agrarian relations and social organisation 

is ccncerned, ~he variety of tenure made very little or no 

difference since the classes of daninant substantinl landlords and 

cultivating peasants had begm to appear on the scene in these 

regions as well. ·~8 

The ryotwari system was first intrcx:l.uced in I3anaba.._-..:. 

Madras, Berar am Assam. In this system right of tenure was 

conferred on individual basis in which each individual occupant 

held land directly fran the gove~t ani there was no inter-

mediary between the state and cultivatOl'. The right to sell and 

gi.f't the land was recognised. 9 The ryot was treated as tenant 

and he was responsible for ~ revenue directly to the state 

6. l-lukherjee,R., 'Land Problem in Imia', quoted in P.A and Merchant, 
K.J ., Our Economic Problem,(Banha.y: 1959), p.222. 

7. See Dhanagre,D.N., op cit., p.J4. 
r.. ibid. 
9. Se,Bhowani, Evolution of Agrarian Relation in India, (New Delli: 

P .P .H., 1962), p. 66. 
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treasury. Unless he failed to pay his revenue he could not be 

evicted.10 But the rates of revenue ...as flexible and subject to 

revision periodic~ . . , 

Socio-Econa:nic Consequences of the British Policy 
of Land Tenure Systems 

At every subsequent settlement or revision, assessment 

invariably went up by between 25 ani f:IJ per cent on an avera£e, 

depending upon factors such as soil quality, yield improveiOOnt 

made in land plots and so on. The peasant in the zam:indari system 

did not Elljoy the right to mortgage, sell or girt the land. 

Economic condition of the peasants was not better also in ryotwari 

system. Colonial set-up ruined them both economically and 

physically. 11 AnalJaing the cmsequences of the British rule in 

ryotwari area R.C.Dutt12 writes: "Nature set a li.Lrl:t, which the 

cultivators had not obtain~ ft-an. the moderation of their rulers. 

Population decreased in Ban.b~, and still more in the central provi-

nces, miles of cultivated land became waste. Jungle drew en 

bane steads, wheat lands and rice lands." 

10. Cited in Dhanagre,D.N., op cit., p.JJ. 
11. Sen,B., op cit, p.6?. 
12. Quoted in Sen,B. op cit. 
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Different categorisation of tenants such as 'protected', 

'occupancy', 'ordinary', ani 'share-croper 1 emerged in the ryotwari 

system. This exploded the myth of 'peasant propriet cr ship 1 wner 

the ryotwari system 13 as a viable altemati ve to the zamindari 

system.. Auckland ColVin,in his Minutes of trn Deccan Riots 

Enquiry Report, la-ites, 11It prani.ses not to be ryotwari but a 

mahalwari system and nobcxl.y 1-1ants that after hav:ing got rid of 

zandndari, the land should gradually pass into the hands of 

village Shylocks, greedy Baniaa and money lerrlers or accumulate 

in a few resourceful and cunning individuals." 
14 

/'"The pennanent settlement introduced by lord Gornwalis 

in 1793 in Bengal was the backdrop against which tm agrarian 

system in Bihar remained in existence till 1950 when the Bihar 

land reform Act was enacted. This settlEment confirnwad propri-

etory rights over tm land l'lith zamindars who were cnly conscious 

of their own interests ani hardl.y took any interest in improV'611Ent 

in agriculture. 

The main purpose of the introduction of this settlement 

was to gear up the econaey in the interest of imperialist bourgeoi-

sie and to create a class of collaborators, ie. , the Indian 

13. ibid, p.68. also see 
Dhanna Kunar, Land ani Caste in South India, (Cambridge, 1965) 
pp.21-3J. 

14. Quoted in De.s,A.N., rarian Unrest and Socio-Economic CM. e 
in Bihar, 1900-1980, New Delhi: Manohar, 1988 1 p.201. 
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landlords to squeeze the maximum surplus from agriculture .15 

The peasantry was exploited by the British in alliance with t"OO 

Indian landlords in the form of eviction ani exorbitant rent. 16 

This situatim, marked by the absence of' any legal limits en 

levy imposed upon peasantry caused :iJmnense misery for tmm. The 

traditional industries further increased the pressure on cultivable 

land with the result that there was no dearth of tenants willing to 

till the soil on any outrageous cmditions. The landlord could 

change the tenants at 1·r.ill, because there was no adequate provision 

far safeguarding the interests of cultivators. 17 After the 

enactmmt of sett~t, millions of peasants were evicted within a 

very short period. On the plea that such la.w5 were essential to 

meet economic and nan economic demands of zamindars. 18 In short, 

we can say that tiE whole structure shaped the feudal agrarian 

economy of Bihar. 

state was ccnsidered as the suprane authority m land 

in both the systems. There was no much difference in the eccnomic 

15. See, Se,B., op cit, And also see 
J.ti.tra Manoshi, .Agrarian Social structure continuity and Change 
in Bihar 1786-1820(New Delhi: 1985), p.14. 

16. Guha, Ranjeet, A Rule of Private Property in Bengal, Paris ,1963, 
also see, T.G.Jacob, op cit, p.45. 

17. P~r,s.c., Lan:i Revenue Administration in India,(Calcutta),pp.38-
39. 

18. Jacob,T.G., op cit, p.h5. 
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ccmiitions of peasantry. In ryotwari system, it was the revenue 

authorities who enforced the col1ection of revenue at an exorbitant 

rate. The British govemEID.ent brought in three major changes in 

the e.Jd..st:Ulg land reUI.tions. 19 Firstly 1 the decay of .all the 

remnants of the old -village canmunities has been found. The direct 

producers lost their traditi~~al security without gaining any new 

one. Secondly, in anerg:l.ng land relatims, the old pr&-British 

Asiatic system ,_- disappcared, while the essence of the ne1'1' land 

system. remained feudal. Third]J-, they transformed the land into 

a cOIIID.odi ty. In colonial period, oanmercial crops were augmented 

by the Britishers at the cost of fooo crops. The farmers were 

oanpelled to cultivate ca:mnercial crops(like sesamum, l.:Ulseed1 

grounlnut, castor seed, other oil seeds, sugar cane, tea, coffee, 

tobacco, cotton, jute, indigo and opium). These. crops were exported 

by the British traders either in raw or semi-processed for.m to 

make profits. 20 Following Marx's a.nalyais, Rajni Palme Dutt , in 

India Tod~ presents tb3 picture of the stagnant lr¥Uan society 

which underwent a process of turbulence in the com-se of the 

imperial rule • 21 These set tlem.ent did not lead to any break • 

19. Sin,B., op cit, pp.TI-79. 
20. Jacob, T .G., op cit., p.A9. 
21. Quoted in Mohanty,M., 'Ideology and stratety of the Camm.mist 

Movenent in In:lia' (ed.) Kenneth,K.D and Pantham,T., Political 
Thought in Mooern Iniia, {Sage Publication, NeH Delhi, 1986), 
p.239. 
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through in agriculture in British India. Between 1900 an::l 1940 the 

total area under all. food crops registered an increase of 10.63% 

while the total area urrler all ccmnercial crops increasoo by a.J.most 

36%. During the same period the value of product f<r all fo<Xi crops 

decreased by 1% while the value of product for all food crops incre-

ased by 4CJ/,. 22 Stumnimg up the jmpact of 1ani relation on agricul-

ture, Daniel Thorner states: "This canplex of legal, economic, ani 

social relations uniquely typicnl of Indian countryside served to 

produce an effort which I should like to call that of a built-in 

1depressor1 • Fran the 18801 s to the 1940's total output rose so 

slowly that it would not be too strcng to speak of stagnation" •23 

Various Legislations 

Different Acts - Regulation III of 1794, Halftman Regul-

_ation VII of 1799, Regulation VITI of 1819, Regulation XIT of 

1817, Regulation I of 1819, Quanun Panjam Regulation V of 1812 and 

Regulaticn XI of 1822, introduced by the colonial state far dealing 

with tenant-l.a.rrllords relationship, tilted in favour ~ zamindars or 

the class associated with the colonial sta.te,against tenants an:l 

worsened the position of the tenants.24 In fact all land legislntions 

22. JacOb,T.G., op cit, p.48. 
23.Thorner,D., .Agrarian Prospect in India(Delhi, 1956), pp. 12-13. 
24. Sinha,R.N., Bihar Tenantry( 1783-1833), (Banbay:PPH, 1968) ,pp.104-

121. 
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till 1841 was designed to serve the interests of the la.Dilords/5 and 

their main aim was to enable them to realize their interests to 

squeeze the peasantry. 26 The great majority of tenants, even 

a.f'ter 50 years of legislation, remained quite as indigent and 

destitute as befare.27 Apart from them, the rent Act of 1859 and 

Act of 1885 was enacted by the colonial state to give sane rights 

to Kisan. According to the Act of 1859, a:ny tenant who had continuously 

held the same lari.d for 1 2 years would be regarded as an occupancy 

tenant. But tenants faced dispossession beciause the landlords made 

the routine to change tenants within the stipulated time.28 To 

consolidate position of tenants, the Act of 1885 declared the occupa-

ncy right as heritable, and accordingly the rule of sa.ccession was 

laid down. Without harming zamindars,29 the Act hardly provide any 

relief to the tenant fran the oppressive clutches of the landlords 

who suck the bloo:i of their tenants through unjust dematxls)O 

25. Gupta, Rakesh, Peasant strugglestA Case study of Bihar, Ph.D 
Thesis,J.N.u., (New Delhis 1978). 

26. Ray,s.c., . op. cit., p.43. 
27. Sinha,R.N., op cit., p.149. 
28. Ojha1G., Lani Probl8JIE and Land Reforms: A Study with Reference to 
~~ (New Delhi: Sultan Chand&Sons), p.35. 

29. Gupta,R., op cit., p.313. 
30. Ojha,G., op cit., p.35. 
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Based on the basic principles of the permanent settlement, the Act 

was the canpul.sory enforcenent of thB zamindars' obligations, new 

declarations of right and title, l.Ulder such a declaratory 

legislation, an agrarian eystem devel~ed in Bihar which \'las poeses-

sed of the worst elements of the permanent settlem:mt and contained 

none of the redeeming f'eatures.Jl Too Act of' 1859 was a feeble an:i 

half hearted measure and its weaknesses were exposed during the 

agrarian tensiona.32 

The material basis for the differences in agrarian 

situation in proper Bihar ani Bengal lies in the fact that the size 

, of zamindar in Bihar was small in spite of too existence of' mammoth 

estates like Darbhanga, Bettiah, Bana.ili, Dunraon. However, the 

presence of the sma.ll size of' estates did not mean better management 

because they were inefficient, decadent, idlers, slothful, devoid of 

educaticn and abilities and unable to p~ the role expected of' them}3 

The Floud Canmi.ssion 34 pointed out that between 

1921 and 19.31 there was 62$ increase in the a.nny of rent. receivers. 

There was a wide gap between 1arrl revenue paid by actual tiller of' 

the soil and the rent paid to the zamindar in Bengal. Tre pernicious 
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system of sub-inf eaiation - the patni system placed the arm;y of 

inte:nnediaries between the actual prq>rietor and the tenant in 

Bihar. Presenting data, G.Oj~5 observes the presence of a laree 

number of people as intermediaries who were living m incane derived 

fran lan:ied property without making a:rry productive effort. According 

to him, there were two classes of such intennediaries that held a 

grip on the economic and social status of the villages. One lived 

entirely on rent and may be called as pure rent.ies. The other 

class was that of owne:t-cultivator whO, owing to various reasons, 

leased out the:lzr l.arxi1 or cultivated part of it through hired and 

family labrur and part through sharecroppers. J6 This class had no 

traditional camections with the land )7 

Many of the zam:ilrlars marked by inability and incaupe-

tence, created a ''highly ramified set of middlemen• fer management 

of their estates, in turn, receiving from them proprietary share of 

profit. T"ney did not involve themselves in the affairs of culti-

vation am ccnfined themselves to the wo:ric of general inspection. The 

zamindar1 s participaticm in these affairs was regarded as highly de-

rogatory oo. his Tank. However 1 these middlemen or thilw:lars not 

only acquired degrees of rights on the land itself but also exploited 

poor peasantry leading to perennial sources of agrarian tensi.cn.J8 

35. Ojha,G., op cit, p.47. 
36. ibid. 
37. Mitra, Manoshi., op cit., p.233o 
38. Das,A.N., op cit., p.27. 
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The growing iniebtedne ss of big zamindars such as 

the Rajah of Buxar~ Bikram Jit Singh of Dumra.cn of Bhojpur~ 

Darb hang a Raja and Raja Irrlernarain of Havely Pa rnea to bankers 

and money lenders, resulted in alienation of their land _39 However, 

such alienation of land occurred either through prigate transa-

ctions or through decrease of the Dwa.a:ni .Adalat and continued 

till the abolition of zamindari. These zami.ndars were unable to 

extricate themselves frcm utter dependence on ~noney leniers and 

bankers. Hence, evolution of lani market and operation of usury 

capital became integral feature of za.mindari in Bihar. 4° 

The sunset law was the resuJ_t of the growing indeb-

tedness of the zamindars ani required that government revenue 

shoul.d be paid with unfailing punctuality by the fixed date before 

sunset. In Bihar, the Raja of Sheohar was victim of the sunset 

law. 41 This phellOIOOilon was examined by M.Mitra. 42 The :tmebt-

edness of zamindars in Bihar was not due to insufficiency of 

their rerrt.al incane in relation to revenue and cost of mnagemmt, 

but was due to their extravagance en labour, dancing girls, cera:ncmies 

and entertainments. In case of Champaran, this has been examined 

39.lfitra~oshi, op cit., pp.75-83 and for details see Report of 
Buchanan fran various districts. 

40. Dae,A.N., op cit., pp.27-28. 
41. ltlshra,G., arian Problems of Pemanent Settlement: A Case 

§tudy of Champara.n, New Delhi.t PPH, 1978 , Po333. 
42. Mitra,M., op cit., p.6. 



The settlaroont in Bihar did not lead to any break 

through in agriculture due to above nentioned. facts. The agricul

tural sector as a whole remained stagnant, 44 and the expectations 

of the Britishers was frustrated. Apart fran them, tm tenants 

foun:i little incentive to extern and develop ~tivation due to 

lack of means and they founi it senseless to produce for the 

parasitic landlord. 

TOO phenanenon of land-market and also trends of 

deteriorating. condition of large holdings have been Observed 
45 46 

in West Bengal and Bihar by scholars. Despite caiJIDDD.47 features 

such as increased population pressure on land,increased inccme 

fran estates and favourable laws responsible for rising lam 

price in Bihar ani Bengal, three reasans48 were responsible 

for the higher land price in Bihar as canpared to Bengal. 

Firstzy, the revenue demand in Bengal was higher than in Bihar. 

Secanct.zy, through lease eyatem., a 'legitimate' rich peasantry, 

i.e., Jotedar developed in Bengal whereas in Bihar such rich 

peasantry had OCJDe up owing to the econanic process of coomercia-

43. Mishra,G., op cit., p.6. 
44. Mitra,M., op cit., ?•45. 

Mishra,G., op cit., p.305. 
Ojha,G., op cit., p.45. 

45. Bailey,R.G., Caste and the Ecmomic Frontier(Manohester, 1957). 
46. Mitra,M., op cit. 
47. Chau:lhury,D.B., 1Land Harl:ct in Eastern Imia ,1793-1940 1 , 

Indian Economic and Social History Review(IESHR), Vol.xli, 
No. 1 and 2, New Delhi, 1975. 

48. Das,A.N., op cit., p.34. 
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lisation remained, by and large, UDier tenants who ha:l a very 

snail degree of protecticn under the law of the permanent settlement • 

Thirdly, acme canal system, in the southern districts, provided 

irrigation facilities that led to increase in agricultural output 

and inc<IIE of zamindars. The improved irrigation facilities ani 

improved coomercialization of farming of this region provided materi-

al cmditian far Bhojpur peasant movement. The low level of 

political. consciousness of peasantry in Bihar compared to Bengal and 

growing rate of populaticn contributed to the value of landed proper

ty.49 

In: brief, Tent enhancement, unauthorised exactic:ns, 

evicticns and other kinds of oppression against the tenantry continued, 

more or less throughout tle pericxi.5° The situation in 193o51 in 

Bihar was such that the relentless pressure of the zamindar and the 

zam:irdar 1 s am1a or agent defeated all efforts of the administraticm 

even to provide such limited relief as it thought fit to the OpPres

sed tenantry. Patta regulations, Pargana, rates, institution of 

palwaris failed to prcxluc:e any ameliorative effect en the conditions 

49. ibid, p.35. 
50. Sinha,R.N., op cit., p.47. 
51. Das,A.N., op cit, pp.35-36. 
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of the tenantry ,52 and this situation, marked by the absence or 

cauprehensive records of tenants' right,in Champara!bresulted 

in reducticn of ryots to the status of mere tenants at will.53 This 

complete :i!xlifference to tenant 1 s right resulted in agrarian ten

sions in rural Bihar.54 

Like any other State of Eastern India, the tenure 

55 systEIIl. in Bihar could be broadly classified into three categories: 

i) Tenures of permanent character. ii) Tenures created for a tempo

rary perioi, and iii) Estates held directly by the Government. 

Tenures of permanent character was mainly confined to Tirhut, Patna, 

and Bhagalpur divisions am farmed 99/, of the total nllllber of estates. 

Temporary settled estates and estates held by the government fcrmed 

0.5% ani 0. 6% of the tat.al estates respective]Jr. The o'Wrler' s 

right in permanently settled estates loS-S heritable and transfera

ble with the right to sell, mortgage, gift and grant leases for the 

whole or any portion of it for a term of years or in perpetuity • 

.Apart fran them, the landlcrds possessed waste lan:ls and the 

Gairmazarua aam such as Churgah, Tal (lands used by the village 

cotmmmity.)56 In short, the large number of areas were possessed 

52. Gupta,R., op cit. 
53• Mishra,G., op cit., p.158. 
54. Chaudhury,R.B., op cit, p.175. 
55. Ojha,G., op.cit., pp.36-38. 
56. ibid, pp.38-39. 
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by the blood suoldng aDi oppressive paraaitic lot and in both the 

tenurial area, the position of tenant hardl.y improved. 57 

Prior to the 1950s there had grown up in 

Bihar an mtricately stratified system of relationship of people 

to lam in the following way. 58 

(i) The za.mindar, legally a proprietor, but acting as an intennediary 

of the state in the collection of rent from tenants. The amount 

payable to the state was fixed in cash, in perpetuity and l'/a.S suppos

ed to represent 9/1oth of what zamindars recieved in rent fran the 

tenants. 

(ii) The tenure holder - Prjmaroly a person who has acquired frcxn a 

proprietor or fran another tenure holder a right to hold land far 

the purpose of collecting rents or bringing it under cultivation 

by establishing tenants on it, 

(iii) The Occupancy Ryot: A rent paying, holder of land having the 

right of occupancy on tbe laDd held by him fer the purpose of 

cultivating it by himself or bY members of his family or by hired 

88rvanta or with the aid of partners. 

(iv) The non-occupancy ryots - A rent paying holder of lani not. 

having the right of occupancy on laDi temporar~ in his possession. 

57. Sinha,R.N., op cit., pp .. 79-103. 
58. ibid. 
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( v) The un:ier-ryot - A rent paying holder of land having temporary 

possession of a holding under ryot. 

(vi) The Mazdoor - A wage labourer having no right on larxi. 

The Bihar Tenantry Act of 1885 classified the 

tenants into three classes: 

(i) Occupancy ryots, 

(ii) Non-occupency ryots, and 

(iii) under-ryots. 

After all there are sane special types of ryots such as BhacJ..l., 

H~hasila,Khurpas. Bargait and Sikmis were scattered throughout the 

distric"b3 of Bihar .59 

The sharing of agricultural surpllls was the most 

important issue in t lite contral over land vest by the settleoo:rt. 

The lanl revenue system as prevalent in Biliar ,.,as notable for its 

diversity in different districts. The mode of collection of rent60 

fran the tenants differs fran district to district and fran t:iJne to 

time but peasants•61 payment for the use at: land remains the 

principal mode of maintenance, by the landlord, of this control over 

lanci. The lan:ilords had benefited fran extensim of cultivation, 

shared income fran fisheries, orchards and pastures .62 

59. See Ojha,G., op cit., pp.63-67. 
60. ibid, p • .+1. 
61. Das,A.~J., o;1 cit) p.J6. 
62. Miahra,G.N., (ed. •. L&ni Reform in Bihar,(Patna, 1974), p.60. 
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has described three broad categories of 

rent in Bihar. 1. Labour rent 2. Produce rent 3. Money rent. 

The most vicious form of rent eY~ction through primary tenanc.y 

showed itself in produce rent or Bhaoli system. Pu.Jnent in kind 

was the most significant form of transfer of surplus fran the 

cultivator to the landlord. This system was mainly concentrated 

in South Bihar, 1:1hile in Champaran and in northern Tirhut it 

was different from that of South Bihar. 

Honey rent did exist in almost all northern districts 

of Bihar, particularly in Purnea. It was supposed to have some 

flexibility COIIlpared to the produce rent system. In Pumea, the 

money rent prevailed but it was not indicative of a:rry positive 

eccnanic trends and consolidated rich peasants in a backward 

econany. 64 Buchanan an:i Cole Brook have mentionoo that higher 

caste in Purnea paid lower rent than the loVIer ones. 65 The 

superior ryots, known as ashrat ryats in Bihar were dishones'\:. 1 

unscrupulous set of persons who exploited the general body of 

cultivators • 66 

·The agricultural surplus product can be classified 

in three . different ways: ( 1) In the form af pro:iucts, (ii) in the 

form o:f work( labour services) 1 (iii) and in the: fon: o: rilor.ey 

63. Sen,B., Indian Land Systems and Land Reforms,(Delhi: 1955),p.79. 
64. ibid, pp.21}-219. 
65. Gjna,G., op cit., Po43. 
66. Sinha,R.K •.• op cit._, p.i4.0 and pp.77-9P.. 
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exchange value. The first two forms are found in pre-capitalist 

society while the last fonn is found in capitalist society. The 

transitional econaDJI characterised by the semi-feudal or semi-

capitalist mcde of prcxiuction possesses ill the three farms. Such 

was the case four.C. in Bihar during the zamindari pericx:i. 67 

Through the tenancy Act of 1885, the tenant had 

to pay rent in cash, If they failed to pay the required rent, the 

tenants' land were taken away by lnndlord(k:.10'dn as Bakasht land). 

The poor peasantry as unregistered shc.re-crOT'licrs cultivated their 

own land which had becane the Bakshat lands. This caused a great 

soorce of agrarian :tension in rural Bihar •68.rhe Bakasht disputes, 

that caused peasant struggles in Bihar, were the result of depri

vation of occupancy ryots by the landlords. 69 

Thus, the above mentionei ld.nd of uneven distri-

bution of land, various ldnds of payments in three farms of services 

aDl squeezing of the peasa.nt.ry by an oppressive ani blocx:i. sucking 

parasitic lot, detarioraticn in agricultural production and plurrlering 

of Bihar prepared the framework 1mder 'Which the agrarian relations 

and econany of Bihar developed till the abolition of the zamin:iari 

system and other :rmasures adopted by the govermn.ent of india after 

1947. 

67. Das,A.N~, op cit., pp.42-43. 
68. ibid, p.L:J. 
69. Gupta,Rakesh, Peasant Stru,grale: A Case Stooy of Bihar,PhoD Thesis, 

Joil.V., (l:c1! · 1elhi, 1CJ7r), Po '312. 
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PEASANTRY .AND £RARIAR CLASSES IN THE 
POS't-.INDEPENDENT INDIA 

The ana.lysis of agrarian social structure and the 

conceptualization of class includes a number of related theoretical 

and methcxiological issues which in turn arise fran different 

theoretical ani methodologic3.1 and ideological frameworks. 

This is evident from the fact that there is r:o CL'1nnim.ity 

amcng scholars as to the definitior. of class itself. Tre great 

divide exists not only between Marxists and non Marxists but also 

amongst themselves. The problem of identifying classes is doub~ 

canplex in India which exhibits a co-existence, of more than me' 
m<Xie of pr<Xiuctian relation in her agrarian econany. 

Taldng some basic factors llke incane obtained fran 

the soil, nature of' rights in land and degree of participation in 

cultivation into account for tre classification of agrarian class 

structure :in Iniia, Daniel Thorner claasi.fies the agrarian class 

into pt"Oprietors, working peasants and ~r.i.cultural labourers and 

gives them In:iian names of Kal.ik, Kisan ani Mazdoor. The proprietors 

ar Maliks are those whose main incane is derived fran the share in 

the produce of land in the form of rent. He further classifies 

Maliks into absentee larrllords am small proprietors. The absentee 

landlords possc::>s land in more thm one village ani do not persoro~ 

participate in agricultural activities. The small proprietor~ 

:''~:,ide where they posses~~ till land. But both SITL:1.ll proprietors arrl 
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absentee lamlords want to increase too rent and narr<M down the 

wages. 70 

The labourers or the Mazdoor ,according to Thorner, 

are those whose family earning is derived :fran wages by way af 

working on others 1 land. In fact the differences between the 

poorest croppers, tencnts at uill and Mazdoor is blurred because 

they all have to ivork on others 1 1arrl :for their earnings. Kisan 

or working peasants, according to Thorner comes in between the 

classes of M.alil<: and Mazdoor. As far as their customary right in 

holding is concerned, they are inferior to Malik and Superior to 

Mazdoors. 

Thorner says that Malik generally comes from the 

upper castes, the Kisan fran peasant castes and Hazdoor fran 

scheduled castes. They are differentiated in tenus of life style 

and stan:iard of living. 

Andre Beteille advocated simi 1 ar argm~.wts regarding 

differentiation of the agrarian classes. 71 D.N.Dha.na.gre proposes 

a five-fold classification af Indian agrarian classes and its sub

divisions into different sub-classes.72 This classification is 

70. Tho:mer,Daniel, The .Agrarian Prospects in India,(Delhi:1956), 
pp.4-6. 

71. Beteille, A.n:ire, sttrlies in Agrarian Social Structure, op cit., 
pp.62-72. 

72. Dhanagre,r.:·l., op cit., p.15. 
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as follows: 

1. Land-lords: big landlords. 

2. Rich peasants - (a) Rich landlords 
(b) Rich Peasants 

l·lho possesses substantial holdings have secured occupancy rights 

and pa.;:.r scme rent to their lanilords 

3. Middle Peasants: (a) Self-suff.'icient lani owners of medium size 

holdings. (b) This includes those tenants ;;ho have substantial 

holdings but less than 'What Dhanagre iillnself c:Uls 'Rich Peas3.nts' , 

but pay high rent than the rich tenant • 

4. Poor peasants: (a) Small land owners but not self-sufficier..t 

(b) \·rho have snal1 holdings ·with same tenurial security. (c) Tenants 

at will or share-croppers. 

5. Lamless labourers. 

Apart fran these two scholars, sane others including 

Marxists ani non Marxists in different parts of the country have 

made the classification of agrarian classes in their own ways. 

These scholars are Joan Mencher, Nirmal Chanira, utsa Patnaik, 

Ashd< Rudra, Pranab Bardhan, Pradhan Prasad and John Harrish. 

Joan Mencher73 classifies agrarian Classes into 

six categories. 

73. :Hencher, Joan,P. ; 'Problems in Analysine Rural Class Structurer. 
~~ IX, 1974, 35, PPo1495-1503. 



1 • The Indeterminate Class of large Land Holders: Those who possesses 

more than 30 acres of land. But it is didrficult to say whether they 

are capitalist or feudal. 

2. Rich Farmers, Capitalist Farmers and Traditimal Landlords: 

This class possess 15 to 30 acres of lan:l. However, this class is 

further sub-divided into (a) Rich Farmers: those who give a very 

small holding to the sh2re cropper and cultivate rest of their 

holdings through hired labour. These farmers, apart from doing 

work,personally participate in the actual cultivation. 

(b) Capitalist Fanners: They do not participate in physical work of 

cultivation. 

(c) Traditional Landlords: They genera.l.l¥ rent out their all larrls 

to various kinds of sharecroppers and only receive tre smre. 

(d) Rich Fanners: Those who possess land holdings between 7.5 to 

15 acres. These farmers are self-sufficient. 

4. Middle Peasants: They are self-sufficient ani do not depend on 

others for labour force. They generally have 2.5 acres of Jan:i. 

5- Poor Peasants: They possess 1 to 2.5 acres of land and 

sometimes go for day labour. 

6. The Landless: · They are depement on others for their livelihood 

and work on others• farms in various fonn.e such as day labourer, 

attached labourer or share cropper. 

On the basis of above classification of classes in 

agrarian society of India, we can say that Mencher has taken 

the size of land holdings and degree of physical work dcne in the 
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process of cultivation as the criteria for identifying social 

classes. Ni.rmal Chandra, on the other hand, takes the incane, 

l'rhether caning out of land or otrer sources, as tre basis for 

identification of classes in the villages of Burdhwan district of 

\'Jest Bengal. He classifies village population into two bread 

categories of those who give land on rent or hire wage 

workers, on the one harrl, and the poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers, on the other.74 

The upper class families are not dependent on income 

comes out of agriculture. This class is divided into different 

sub-categories: t}le landlords, Jotedars, rich peasants and middle 

peasants. The landlords are dependent main]y on the incane 

which they receive in the form of rent. One feature of Jotedar is 

that they function in the capitalist manner. The rich peasants 

sanetimes do physical work (mainly managerial work) but generally 

depeni on others for labour. The middle peasants are depen:lent on 

their family labour but sanetimes they need the help of outsiders. 

According to Utsa Patnaik, the size of lan:iholding is 

not the sufficient criterion to determine the class position in 

rural society. According to her "labour exploitation criterion" 

74. Chandra,N.K., 'Agrarian Transition in India', Frontier VII 29, 
1975-76, pp.3-9. 
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must be used for thi.B purpose. 75 

utsa Patnaik subdivided the classes of landlords, 

rich peasants and poor peasants into two sub-categories~ 

Econanic Class 

1 ) Landlords 

(a) Capitalist 

(b) Feudal 

2) Rich peasants 

(a) Proto bourgeois ,_ 

(b) Proto Feudal 

3) Poor peasants 

(a) Agricultural labourer 
holding lanl 

(b) Petty tenants 

4) Full ti.Ioo labourers 

Charecteristics 

Labour hiring greater than 
rent 

Labour hiring almost as high 
as rent 

Labour hiring greater than 
rent 

Labour hiring almost as high 
as rent 

Hiring out greater than rent 
payment 

Hiring out almost as hish as 
rent payment 

Hiring out only form, no rent 
payment. 

Lanilords: Includes capitalist and feudal.. The ~mbers of this 

class do not do physical. work. They may do managerial or superiory 

work. 

75. Patnaik, Utsa, 'Class Differentiation within the Peasantry: An 
Approach to Analysis of Indian Agriculture', ~~ XI 39,1976, 
PP• 82-101. 
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The Rich Peasairts : They are dependent on wage labour because their 

source from land compell them to be dependent on !ami~ and outside 

labour force. 

The Middle Peasants: They are economically self-sufficient. They 

do not go to work for others. 

The Poor Peasants: Although they possess small pieces of land, 

they work for others as labourers for their livelihocrl. 

Full-time La.brurers: They do not have a:ny land and they go to work 

in the farms of others for their livelihood. 

Ashok Rudra strongly negated the above characteri

satim of agrarian classes ani he divides the Indian agricultural 

society into two broad categories, namely, the big landlords and 

agricultural labourers. The class of agricultural labourers include 

in itself the landed, the landless ani the poor peasants who do not 

hire wage labourers. 

Ruira negates the classification of agrarian classes 

on the basis of the degree of participation in the manual work. 

Because, he says, in sane parts of tre country even those who cannot 

be included in tre category of landlords do not do manual work 

such as ploughing be.cause of their attache& prestige or social 

status. There are certain regions such as Punjab where even wamn 

do participate in manual wcrk. 
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The class of big J.anllords, according to Rudra 

11rul:U1g class in Indian agriculture"76, is semi-feudal ani 

semi-capitalist in character. He argues that theE e who 

falls outs:ide of these categories do not fonn a class because 

although there are contradictions within themselves, there is 

a lack of class cmtradiction between any of the two classes: 

though there may be subsidiary cmtradictians. 

Pranab Bardhan argues with Rudra on the level of 

ccntradiction. He feels that the real contradiction exists in 

between the big landlords and labourers. But at· the same time 

he expresses his disagreement with Rudra primarily becasue he 

(Rudra) does not accept middle peasants as a separate class. 

Pranab Bardhan believes that the class of middle peasant is a 

distinct class for it neither needs wage labour nor goes for 

hiring of labour. 77 

However, another classification of agrarian classes 

has been described by Pradhan.H.Praaa.d. 78 He divides the 

76. Rudra,Aahok., 'Class Relation in Indian Agriculture', ~1 1<J78, 
pp. 993-1 003 • 

77. Bardhan,P., 'On Class Relations in IDiian Agriculture', ~~ 
XIV, 19, 1779, pp.857-860. 

78. Pradhan Praead,H., •caste and Class in Bihar', EPW, No.2?, 
Feb 1979. 
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agrarian society of northern India into three broad categories: 

1 • Top Peasantry (Landlords arrl rich farmers) 

2. Middle and Poor Peasants 

3. Agricultural Labourers. 

According to him top peasants consider it belOii 

thell' dignity to work physically even on their own farms • 

They supp~ only n<n-manual labwr to agriculture. The men and 

wanen of middle ami poor middle peasantry do manual work on their 

own farms, but consider it below their dignity to work for others 

as labourers. While the middle peasantry hire tm agricultural 

labourers, the poor middle do not hire such labour.~. A sizeable 

number af agricultural labourers have small operational holdings. 

Pradhan further syas that top peasnatry ccmas fran upper caste 

Hirrlu.s "V.bo enjoy a triditionally superior status ammg Himu 

castes. The poor an:i middle peasantry are generally middle 

caste Hindus(backward castes). Agricultural labourers are drawn 

mostly fran scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. 

John Harris classifies agrarian society into 

four classes m. the basis of his field stuiy of Tamil Nadu. For 

the identification of classes, according to him the criteria 

should be· based on the "size of proouctian resources (including 

land) in relation to household requirements and labour 
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relations". 79 The ae classes are as follCMs: 

1 • Capitalist f~rs: Those who possess capital four times 

more than their basic livelihood. 

2. ldch Peasants: They employ penmnent labourers, but partially 

depend an their om family members far labour force. 

3. Irxiepen:imt Middle Peasant: Maf.nJ.Jr dependent on fruni~ labour, 

but s~tine s work fer others. 

4. Poor Peasants: Marginal fai"'lers and agricultural wcrkers 

canes in this classo They go for the wages on others' farms. 

Summing up 1 we can say that the size of larrlholdings, 

the income whicn comes out of it and,the degree of participation 

in cultivation are the criteria for the identification of an 

agrarian class. Mainly three classes has been mentified -

class of landlords• of peasants and of agricultural wcrkers. 

Each class is not a hanogeneous whole. Various categories and 

.sub-Categories has been identified by many scholars within each 

of these classes. Tba independent existence of the middle peasantry 

carmot be challenged. 

On the basis or the whole discussion, we can see that 

the farmulaU~•a c~s•, in the agrarian society of Imia can be 

79. Harris, John, •Why Poor People Remain -Poor In Rural South 
India', Social Scientist,(Trivandrum), VIII, 1979, p.1,20, 47. 
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conceived as arising from the unequal relationship with the means of 

production and use of .l.a.ni. The relationship between the two classes 

is not necessarily antagonistic in nature because of the overlapping 

nature of the characteristics of each class ani of existential struc-

ture of agrarian society. 

It is true that the permanent settlement was permanen-

tly unsettled in Bihar. The zamindari system was abolished largely 

due to the efforts of K.B.Sahay, Swami, S.Saraswati and sane peasant 

movements .But the effect a!. this measure was canpletely negative in 

the case of Bihar .other measures such as 'Bhoodan' and 'Granrlan' and 

the 'green revolution' have also foll<Xrt'ed the sruoo direction. Incre-
•· 

ased pauperizatian,of big zamindars and the emergence of economically 

strong and powerful caste peasants are effects of these neasures. 

But the position of lower caste agricultural workers has not improved 

significantly. 



CHAPTER II 

JGR.ARIAN REFORMS AND SOCIAL m'RUCTUR.E 

WhY 1.a.nd ref arms? 

Land reforms does not mean the principle of econanic 

development only, they imply social change as well. Directed by 

these two objectives, lan.i refcrms in In:iia were initially appear-

ed to be one of the most revolutionary steps towards bridging the 

gap between the 'haves' and 1 have not s 1 and also gi v:ing an 

impetus to temper of economic developmm t. 

The national movement leaders realized that the 

real cause of this unsatisfactory state of affairs in tm 

field of agriculture was the presence of intermediaris , of their 

non cultivating nature, whose1 main duty was to facilitate the 

siphoning off tm maximum possible surplus into the coffers of 

the imperialist bourgeoisie mainly concentrated outside the 

country during colonial pericxi. The intensity of anti-feu:ial 

struggle made tm situaticn impossible for new rural to support 

the feu:ial element e. 2 

Various committees had been set up in the connection 

1. Jacob,T .G; Iniia.- DevelopllBnt 
Transformation of the count 

New Dellri.: Jl.ass Line P~ss, 

2. ibid, p.126. 
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of Jam reform. Camnittee cn agrarian reforms headed by 

Nehru in 1947 and another by T .c.Kunarpa in 1948 were set up 

by the government of India .3 The Comnittee recomended the 

abolition of zamindari and emphasised on the"land to tre 

tiller". The economic sub-canmi.ttee4 cmstituted by the 

Congress party in 1950, submitted a nemorandum to Chief Minister 

and Pradesh CCI'lgress Camnittee in the same year. After 1950 

almost all States made an attempt for laws regarding land 

reforlns, laws and regulaticns. There are four kinds of proposals 

put forward by the conmittees. 

1 • Abolition of zamindari 

2. Fixation of ceiling cn the size of landholding 

J. Tenancy reforms 

4· Reorganizatim of agriculture. 

The first phase of land reforms was concerned 

with the aboli tim of zami.ndari system. The main objective of 

this was to eliminate intermediaries• interests ani to bring 

cultivators into direct cmtact with the state• 

As we know, the 1an:i reforms was nat a central 

subject, but a State subject. The clever an::l. resouceful 

J. Bettelheim, Charles; Iniian Ini)';endence, translated from French 
by W.A.Coswol (London: 1968~ p91AO. 

4. ibid, pp.181-82. 
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landlords and zam:lndars very effectively escaped by dividing 

their holdings on the paper among their relatives and family 

members. The powerful zam:i.ndars could not be effected be caw e 

they forcily evicted the tenants and brought their land under 

personal cultivation. They were provided a large amount of 

compensation. Even they retained all the good cultivat:ing lands.5 

According to the Pla.I'll1i& Canmissim~ the canpensation to be paid 

for intermediaries amounted to about Rs.615 crores. Bihar, UP, 

West Bengal and Rajasthan accounted for 83 percent of total 

canpensation. 

The legislation passed by several state :goverrnnents 

took sane years to be implemented. In the case of Bihar it took 

5 years and more or less the same thing happended in the case af.' 

uttar Pradesh. During the time span between the emctment and 

enf<rcement, the zamirrlars managed to occupy their tenanted 

land. The big zamirrlare and landlords deleyed the implemmtation 

through the court. In 1952 Zamindari Abolition Act was passed by 

Raja ethan legisl.atllrf). Th~. •~. '\;bing happened in almoat all States? 

5.Kctovsky; ~rarian Re.t'OI'IlS in India, translated fran Russian by 
K.Jhamkin, Moscow, 1 9614:), pp.46:50. 

6.Quoted in Wadia,P.A. and Mercha.nt,K.K., Our Economic Problems, 
(Bombay, 1949), pp.295-96. 

7. Thorner,Daniel; .Agrarian Prospects in India, (Delhi: 1956) ,pp.56-
117. 



The zamindari aboliticn legislation has permitted 

the zamindars to retain Sir ani Khuda.kast land supposed to be 

un:ier their personal cultivation though many of them had 

never touched a plough. Two millions of zamindars in Uttar 

Pradesh has taken the advantage of this provision. New lan:ilords 

8 have replaced the fo:rner zam:indars. Daniel Thorner also descri-

bed that UP Zamindari Abolition Act has provided for a new 

hierarchy of tenure holders in the place of the old one, but the 

two are similar. The zam:in:iars have disappeared, but the same 

persons have been recognised as landiolders.9 

In most of the lam refonn legislaticns, land nnder 

personal cul ti vaticn was exempted from the law. 1° This loophole 

in the legislation enabled :maey of the former intermediaries to 

keep large areas of land under their control by just stating that 

it is tmder their personal cultivation. They began to rent out. 11 

In State of U.P, according to .Amir Khusro, owing to loose defini-

tion of personal cultivation and the virtual no existence of 

limits on resumption of lands, were acquired by 

8. Wadia1P~A •... am) ~cb.ail:t)K.T~ ~·q> -cit,· pp.29~.96. 
9. Thorner, Daniel, op c:it., pp.l-2'7. 

10. JacOb.T.GJ op cit., p.10. 
11. Khusro,A.M; •<n Land Reforms', Desai A.Rt (eel~) Rural Sociology 

in India(Banooy: PopuJar Prakasmn, t:97SJ, p.M-1. 
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zamindars who cane to be calloo 'bhoomidars ' , 12 V. V .Kalhatkar 

and s.B.Mahabal, in thejr study ar Baroda district, point out 

that most of the cases of the termination of tenancy in the 

years 1949-50 to 1953-57 arose out of the dema.ni for the land 

by the larrllords far personal cultivation. l3 

In ryotwari areas, these reformative measures 

already affected the peasantry because even in total area 

the money-lender clique emerged and achieved the same status of 

zamindars. The abolition of interlll:!diaries was an unqualified 

success, but it did not result in any drastic cha.I'l?:e in the 

c;gricultural sector because the peasants ~ere still subject 

to predatory exploitation with only a change in form. 14 

Tenancy Reforms 

The main objective of the tenancy act was to serve 

the right of occupancy to the tenants ani to prevent the eviction 

from their fixed plots and to fix ma.ximwn rates of rent payable. 

The legislatim alao provided the tenants rights under certain 

conditions to acquire ownership of their plots.15 

12. Kalhatkar, V .V am Mahabal.S.B; •Impact of Land Reforms in 
Baroda District•, in Desai,A.R(ed.); op cit., p.42S. 

13.ibid. . 
14. Jacob.T.G; op cit., pp.10-11. 
15. KotovSk,y; op cit., p.128. 



A no~fficial inquiry into the working of the 

Ban.bay Tenancy Act cruoo to the conclusion that the Act d:id 

not e.xist.16 According to Kotovsky, a large number of sharecroppers 

were recognised (legally) as tenants. 

could not get the permanent heritable 

In scma states, tenants 

17 
occupancy right. 

These Acts, instead of giving occupancy right to 

the tenants, became sources af their eviction. 
18 

A • .H.Khusro 

says that 45.39 retained their protected status out of every 

J 00 protected tenants existed in 1951 , 22.14% of tenants were 

illegally evicted, 2.58% has been evicted under law and 17.83% 

of the origninally existed protected tenants vuluntarily surren-

dered their rights and hanied them back. J:.l.B.Desai, in his 

case studies of Gujarat, says that in 1951.:54, 27% tenants and 

in 1952-55, 38% tenants were evicted due to failure to pay the 

rent. 13% of the tenants were not covered by the legialation. 19 

V.V.Kalhatkar and S.B.Mahabal, in their study of Baroda district, 

conclude that Act had been lareely ineffective and landlords 

go an ae easily as ever .due to the very nature of socio-agricultural 

1:6. Quoted in Khusro,A.M; op cit., p.442. 
17. Kotov~; op cit., pp.129-131. 
18. Khusro.A.M; op cit, p.442. 
19. Desai.B.M; Imp1ct of Lan:i Reforms in Gujarat 1 , in Desai.A.R{ed.); 

op cit., p.440. 
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conditions. In nearly 30% of the cases, the tenants do not get 

any written reciepts far payments made by way of rent. 20 

One scholar in his field inquiry reveals that concealed tenancy 

was widespread in Gharkhed holdings all mrer Saurashtra and 

21 
this defeated too spirit of tenancy legislation. 

In short we can say that the main objective of 

tenancy act, i.e., "to confer rights of ownership on tenants" 

was failed. Through the enactment of tenancy act tenants have 

22 lost more than they mve acquired. Prof.Paut vlala observes that 

in ryotwari area tenancy legislation was resisted by landlords 

who see it as hostile to their 
. 23 

own J.nterests. 

Fixation of Ceiling 

In 19413, the Jammu and Kashmir became the first 

State to impose ceiling on J.an;i holdings even befcre the 
-

first Five Year Plan. By 1960-65, in almost all states, ceiling 

acts was enacted. Dandekar ani Rath observes that ceiling act on 

land holding was advocated 'With "little conviction and less purpose" 

during the second and third five year plans. 
24 

The maximum holding 

·20. Kolhatka.r.V.V and Mahabal.S.B; op cit., pp.4Z7-429. 
21. Sanghpi.P; Critical E:xam:ina.tion of Teilancy Policy of the 

Saurashtra Govt, . op cit., pp.431-32. 
22~ Kotovsky; op cit., p.138. 
23. Quoted in Wadia and Merchant; -op eit., p.300. 
24. Dan:iekar.V.M and Rath.N; op cit., pp.78-9. 
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was fixed as much as thrice the economic holding. It was actua.JJ.y 

fixed around 25 to 30 acres. The level of ceiling differed from 

State to state. The exemption of pastoral land, garden land and 

even sufficiently managed plot hardly put ~ pressure on the 

landlords to surrender their land for redistribution among 

landless. P.C.Joshi says that the l'ri.de latitude given to state 

governments ( i."'l defining family holdings, in determining the level 

of ceiling, in deciding whether ceiling should be applied to 

individual) '\<ISS found to open the door for endless mani.pulatirns 

and manoeverings, pulls arrl pressures in a mnner that the very 

objective of ceiling was likely to be put in jeopardy and defeated. 25 
' 

1l.he individual as unit of 1.a.Di ceiling was we of 

tm most important loopholes that consolldatee the zamindar's 

positirn. H.D.Ha.lviya has described that 90% of possible 

usefulness of a progr8Il1Ile of ceiling upon land holding had been 

loat and land distribution had been a failure in our co'W'ltry. 26 

The same policy was continued in secon:l and third five year pla.."'ls. 

The overall consequences of hhe famine(63-67) ani 

agrarian revolts canpelled the government to review the whole 

policy in a different way. In 1969-70, the ceiling act was 

25. Joshi.P.C; 'Larrl Reforms in·In:iia, Perspectives' 1 Economic 
Review, No.2, December 1961, PPo34-35. 

26. Quoted in Kotovsky; op cit., p.14. 
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revived ani a number of modifications proposed. The family was 

taken as unit as against the existing 1.mit of individuaL The 

l:i.rn.it of the holding was a.llnost halved over the previous one. 

·But the za.ni:indars again consolidated their position by transfe-

ring their land through 'benami transactions'. In P1.mjab the 

landlords kept land in the nane of their dogs to avoid the 

ceiling and in Bengal horses werved the purpose. Furthennore, 

the division of famil.y on paper also defeated the whole plan. 

Wariner clearly shows tm t all. over the cOW1try 

the Congress party has failed to umertake land refonns far the 

sake of relieving poverty. 27 The J ~ta govei"IDient luis also 

failed because both the Jana.ta a.n:i the Congress belong to the 

same geiWe. 
28 

One scholar observes that the efforts of the 

government of Assam to acquire ani redistribute the surplus 

la.rxis have been half ·hearted.. 
29

camnen.ting on the impacts of 

land reform measures, P .s.Appu observes ths. t the implemmtation of 

the enacted law has been half hearted ani unsatillffactary in large 

30 
parts of the country. 

27 • Quoted in KotovslQr; op cit., p. 14. 

' 

28. Quoted··in Barnah,A.K; 1The Problem of 1.a.ni reforms with particular 
referen::e to land ceiling in Assam, the need for mobilization of 
the peasantr:r', in (ed.) NatiCI'la Seminar an Rural Development in 
Eastern and NartheEastern Iniia, May 8-10, 1986, 

29. Barnah.A.K and Pramoi Kumar; 1Why do voteiS not vote', EPW,Vol.xiv, 
Nos. 51, 52. pp.2025-2026. 

30. Das.A.N; op cit., p.184. 
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Land Reforms in Bihar 

Political mobilization of peasants in different parts 

of Bihar compelled the State government to take agrarian reforms 

. steps. It was starte:i officially and unofficially in the forms of 

land reforms and Bhoodan and Grandan movements.31 We will see in 

next chapter tha~ too great peasant movements in different 

parts of India including Bihar made the situation impossible 

for new rulers to support wholeheartedly the :feuial elements. 

The can.rrrunists in 1930, the socialists in 193432 

and Kisan Sabh.a in 1935 had pressed for the zal!lindari. abolition. 

In 1,937 the Cmgress, in its election manifesto, adv~ated moderate 

reforms in the system of J.ard tenm-e 'ani rent. · But after ele ctioo, 

the Congress, an instrument of landholding conservatives dm not 

pursue any meaningful agrarian refo;n:n,34 instead it negotiated 

an agreement 1dth the zamindars. The Bihar Tenancy Act of 1937 ani 

the Rihar Rest <ration of Bak&sht larrl s and Arrears of Rent Act of 

1938 were legislat.ed on the basis of canpra:nise with the zamirrlars 
' ·-. ~ . t 

under the guidance 9f Rajendra Prasad .J5 The peasa.."lt s were not 

31. Das.A.Il; Af)rarian Unrest and Socie>-Economic Changes in Bihar, 
p.184. . 

.32. Jannuzi.F .T; jgrarian Crisis in India - The case of Bihar, 
(Poena: 1974); p.5. 

3.3. Das.A.ll(" ·; op cit., p.6. 
34. Jannuzi.F .T; op cit., p. 111.5 
.35. Gupta,Rakesh; Peasant St of Bihar, 

Ph.D Thesis,Jlru New Delhi: 
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satisfied ~th remedial legislation ~ the Bakasht dispute 

Settlement Act of 1947 which was followed by the Bakasht moveJIBnt . 

of 1 946-48 because the lanilcrds had set the Bakasht land in the 

'.Benami 1 names of their own men to show that the lands have already 

been settled ~th tenants.36 

The gover:ruoont ol Bii:J&r JUde .ttt.e first post-independe-

nee legislative attempt vlith the help of K.~.Sahay to abolish the 

zamindari system by passing the Bihar Abolition of Zamirrlari Bill 

:in 1947. It laS then amended ani published as t~ Bihar abolition 

of zami.Diari Act, 1948 only to be repeated ani replaced by t.h.4S 

Bihar Larxi Reform Act, 19501 the validity of which was finally 

upheld by tll:: Supreme Court in 1952.37 The Attempt was made by 

the. first State government with the help of K.B.Sahay, the then 

Revenue Minister and pro-abolition leader.38 The zamindars opposed 

the act while sane of t~m succeeded in acquiring tacit support 

fran important Congress leaders like Rajemra Prasad ani most 

cmservatives among them joined the Janata Party l.aunared by tre 

Maharaja of Ramgarh who later rejoined the Congress. In 1947, 

36. Das.A~; op cit., p.189. 1 
37.Ja.nnUji.F.T., op cit., pp.12-13. 
38 •. Daa.A.N; op cit., pp.188-195. 
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one group of zamindars appealed to Rajendra. Prasad telegraphicallU: 

"liON mE RAJENDRA PRASAD NEW IN HONOUR G AND liT J AYANTI APPEALIIU 

"O 
PEACE KINDLY DROP .ABOLITIOR ZAMINDARI SAVE COUNI'RY CIVIL WAR" .J; 

Between 1950-51 and 1960-61, tlv: land reforms act of 

1950, The Tenancy Act of 1885, the Consolidation of Holding Act, 

the Fixation of Land Ceiling and Acquisition of Surplus Act,1961, 

and the Bihar Privileged Persons Hanestead Act of 1948 W8I!e passed 

by the Bihar gove~nt.4D Besides these, Bihar Tenancy Act, 1970, 

Bihar Land Reform.(Fixation of ceiling area and acquisition of sur-

plus lan:i) (AtJWndm.mt) Act 1974(Bihar Act XITI of 1i975), Bihar 

Land Reforms(Fixation of cei.ling area and acquisition,.of surplus 

land) Act 1978(B:i.har Act VII of 1:978) ani lan:i acquisition(Bihar 

Ameniment) Act 1979(Bi.har Act D of 1980) were passed. The Amendmert, 

in tenancy Act was made to protect share-croppers fran illegal 

eviction. .Amendments were also intro:luced to provide protectiCil 

against alienation of land by the members of f£/ST am. backwaro 

classes tmd ·also for the restoration of such land .41 

The lam Reform Act of 1952 canE into being only 

after eight years owing to the long l.Bgal battle .fought by tlv: 

39. Jannuji.F .T; .op cit., pp.16-17. 
40. Ojha.G; Land Problems and Land Reforms: A Stuiy with Reference 

to Bihar, (New Delbi1 Sultan Chand ani Sons, p.283) 
41. Pande,Alakh Raj; 'Tenancy Reforms far the Sha.re~roppers ani 

Haneless Tenants in Bihar' , Social Science Prob;yn. 
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zand.ndars. The impl~nt.ation df the Act of 1952 affected only 

155 zamindars. In 11954 ani 1959 the Act wa.s amended to facilitate 

speedy implementation. Section 5,6 and 7 of the Bihar Land Reforms 

Act, 1950 specially provided far the retention of certain interests 

of intermediaries. But these sections have not been altered in 

amemaent s acts of 1954 arrl 1 95 9. 42 

During the time between the enactment and enforce-

ment, the zaminda.rs took advantage or delays to put through paper 

partitia:t of their joint family properties ani in the process they 

tampered with the v:Ulage records fer pereonal gains. The enforcenent 

of the act was slow anti ineffective. The act only regulated the 

relationship between an outgoing proprietor and the state goverrment 

and not the proprietor arrl the third party. The out-going zamindars 

were perndtted to keep their "Sir ani Khuda.Y..hast" l.anis that prevented 

the process of breaking up land concentration in the agricultural 

sectar.43 

Camnenting on the Act, Sahajrunan has rightly observed, 

"• •• The working and phraseology of the B:i.ll is vague. 'l'lu~ obJ§~t as 

stated therein is to remcwe the intermediaries be~ween the government 

and the ryots ••••• it is clear as to what will happen to those ryots 

42. Jannuji.F .T; op cit., pp.?.0-31. 
43. Ojha.G; op cit., p.284. 
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who are in possession of hundreds of acres of lams and get them 

cultivated through subtenants(share croppers) 11 •
44 G.Ojha, in 

his stuiy have pointed out the utter ineffectivesess of land 

·reform legislations in Bihar till 1o/72-73. Further he says 

that the legislations appear to have been enacted in haste, v.rithout 

creating proper atmosphere, without studying the likely impacts 

of further implications and the manner in which the laws could 

could be evaded. However, the Bihar Land Reform Act of 1950 

failed to bring any change in socio-political and economic set 

up of the village.45 Various evaluation reports, plan projects 

and documants have enumerated that the lack of political will 
' 

have been the ke.y factor behind ineffective implementation.46 

This is one of the root causes of agrarian tensions in Bihar.47 

To provide home sites to those neglected am 

deprived people "The Bihar Privileged Persons Homestead Tenancy 

Act 11 was passed in 1947. The tenn privileged persons maan 

not proprietors, tenure holders, under-tenure holders but is one 

who holds homestead and holds other land not exceeding one acre. 

44. Quoted in Das.A.N; op. cit •. , p.201. 
45. Ojha.G; -op cit., .r.2S5. 
46. Quoted in Das.A.N; op cit., pp.201-202. 
47. Ojha.G; op cit., pp.285-288. 
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This definition of privileged person was not in tune with the 

objective far which the Act was made. The actual implementation 

gets blocked at several stages and the poor allottees have to 

abandon the idea of possessing a home on their own lan.i. They 

continued as tenants under landlords on terms ani conditions o~ 

the latter.48 In between 1947 and 1963, no step was taken to 

implement the various provisions of the Act. Even no minimum 

area has been provided far homestead lan.i as a result of which 

in most cases the tenants are lef't only with sleeping and cooking 

space.49 

The Tenanacy Act of 1885 loBS alllended in 1938, in 

' 
1955, and also in 1970. According to section 48(c) of the Act 

every person continuously holding a land for 12 years as under 

ryot is deemed to have acquired the right of occupancy on that 

land with cert.a:in exception. T'neses 'certain exceptions'-~and. also 

other exceptions granted to the landlords gave them a lot of 

scope to manoeuvre ani manipulate and even to prevent. under ryot 

50 
to acquire the status of occupancy ryot. Tre landlords enjoyed almost 

legal protection to evict a tenant un:ler tbe provision of 

personal cultivation. The major defects of the Tenancy Act of t955 

was that it provided for the restcraticn of holdings to the 

413. Pande.A.R; op cit. 
49. Ojha.G; op cit; pp.289-29J. 
50. Pande.A.R; op cit., p.117. 
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uirler ryots but failed to prevent the threatened evictions. 

The Conciliation Boards.,created by this Act, miserably failed 

in their efforts to bring settlements in majority of tre 

cases mainly owing to the pro-larrllord bias of its members.51 

According to the records of the revenue department, 11 1 4$3 tenants 

\'lere evicted till 1963, the majority of l·rhich belonged to the 

district of Purnea.52 

In section B of the Tenancy Act of 19.55, provisions 

were ma.de to put mandatory restrictions on imposition of rent-system 

lmown as Danaban:li, Jll'.l&lhunda, Mankhop or Chauroha upon under 

ryot. · Uzxier the system of Da.naban<U1 ¥lB.I1hunia., lfl3llkhop or Chauroha., 

the ryot realizes a fix amount af p:~.ddy rice or other produce 

as paymnt of rent in kind, irrespective of whether anything is 

left far the un:l.er-ryots.53 But the Act has failed to enforce 

restrictions on produce rent. Ladjensky in his field trip to Kosi 

area. in Bihar in 1969, founi that tm condition imposed an share-

croppers was probably the worst in the country. 54 

51. Ojha.G; op cit., p.286. 
52.ibid. 
53~ Pame.A.R; op cit., p.120. 

In absence 

54. Ladjensky; aria.n Reform: An Uilf'inished Business Londau 
Oxford University Press, 1m 1 p.454. 
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of security of tenure, bargaining power and money, the bataidars do 

not question the illegal demands of landlords ani accepts terms and 

conditions of lanilards. G.Ojha has pointed out that in spite of 

these legal provi~icns, 97. 7(1/, of the total tenants pahl 50% af the 

gross produce ani remaining 1 • 15% of the tenants . only enjoyed 

the benifits of the fixed rent in kind. Thus, not a single 

tenant received the benefits of these legal provisions of the 

law .55 
The Act of 1955 was amended in 1955 to prevent 

actual evictions. But these legal changes could not deter the 

landlords from follm·1ing an ant:l_,_ under ryot policy. This led to 

the Peasant Upri~s in Purnea an:i Musahari blocs of Mujaffarpur. 56 

One may be surprised to note that in the Bihar Tenancy(Seconi 

Amendment) Act, 1955, even the section under which the Collector 

was to act w~ not correctly mentioned. Instead of sectim '48E' 

it -w-as mentioned under '48D 1 • This mistake v1ent unnoticed for 

several years. In this situation the un:ler ryot hardly fin:i s 

himself in a position to continue his fight for enforcement of his 

legal rights. Another factor that damages the rights ani interests 

of Bataidars is that few Ba.taidars have been recorded during the 

survey settlement operation and special field Bujharat drive.57 

55. Ojha.G; op cit., p.288. 
56. Parrle.A.R; 'Tenancy Reforms for the Share Croppers and Homeless 

Tenants in Bihar', Social·Science Probyn. 
57. ibid. 
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The Working Group on Land Reforms of the National Canmission on 

Agriculture notes: "The tenancy provisions are completely 

ineffective in practice ••••• The tenants were frequently changed 

to prevent them from acquiring rights in lands ••• In the field 

of Bujharat which has b.een done almost all over the State 

during past 10 years or more, only entries relating to owners 
58 

were checked up but not of ••••• unier Raiyats and Share-croppers • 11 

Ladjensky observes: "As share.,.;croppers, their 

names, the names of the owners, the plots they lease fr<l1l them 

and rent paid are not recorded in tre Record of Rights. Not 

to be recorded is to have no legal standing in clainli.ng occupancy 

or security of tenure rights in courts of law". 59 The landlords 

do not agree to prepare any docummts or evidence of sublease. As 

Alakh Pandey concludes: " ••••• Besides legislative lapses arrl 

administrative apathY- towards the· conferment, enforcem3nt ani 
--

protection of these legitimate rights and interests, there are 

factors such as ignorance and economic haniicaps of share-croppers 

which have stocxi in the "rlay of the .fulfilment. of the objectives 

of the Act for the berei'it of the sha.re-croppers."CO 

· 5B. Bandopadeyay; ·· t Agrarian Relatims in Two· DistriciB of Bihar: 
A Field Study', Mainstream, Vol.n, No.40, 2 June 1973. 

59~ Ladjenslcy; op cit., p.455. 
60. Pandey.A.R; op cito 
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Fixation of Ceilipg 

In Bihar the legislative measures to impose ceiling 

on land holdings was started in 1955. The strong opposition from 

larrled elite and facticnalism within the Congress party blocked 

the bill for 7 years. Subsequently a new bill, much more diluted 

and "\'lith sufficient loopholes, was enacted into Jalv as the 

Bihar Land Reforms (Fixation of Cei~i.ng Area ani Acquisitim of 

Surplus Land). Act in 1961.61 The la.ndlords in the meantime 

hastened their steps to forestall the possible effect of ceiling. 

The ceiling of land holdings in Biliar originally varied between 

20 acres of class 1, land to f:JJ acres of class V land. The ceil:ing 

applied to individual rather than to a family. The most surprising 

aspect was that it permitted every landowner to transfer within 

six months from the camnencenent of the Act, only land held by him 

to his son, daughter or any other per son who might have enjoyed 

the right of inheritance.62 

Apart fran than, the Act r~rmitted a land holder to 

retain lands in excess of the ceiling provisicns. For example, 

the land-holders having grade one land r1as allowed 20 acres plus 

10 acres of land .-attached with homestead, plus 15 acres of larrl 

61. Jannuji.F .T; The· Agrarian Crisis in India: The .Case of Bihar 
(Poena, 1974), pp.76=77. 

62. Ojha.G; op cit., p.291. 
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used for orchards. The Act also stipulated that every person 

v1hose J.arrls m excess of ceiling were acquired by the State 

vi'Ould receive· ca:npensation in accordance with a schedule 

amended to the Act.It_ also permitted land-holders to retain 

land for personal cultivatim. 63 Trn provisions of section 

48(c) after Bihar Tenancy Act was superseded by the Ceiling 

Act. This adversely affected the interests of the under-ryots as 

a class of tenants. 64 In 197 31 sane of the ambiguities and 

weaknesses of the 1961 Act were removed through the Amendments 

in 1973. The unit of ceiling was changed fran individual to 

family. 'l'he ceiling was further r-educed. Despite this the 

prograllllle of ceiJJng was Jargely diluted in implen~:mtatian. 65 

The Bihar Consolidatim of Holdings and Prevention 

of Fragmentation Act of 1956 seeks to promote the cansolidatim 

of holdings ill any area or region of the state arrl prevent 

fragmmtation. 66 But trn empirical findings of G .Ojha shows that 

small fragnents, not exceeding one third of the acre, are widely 

prevalent . ~.n ~~o~ ~~~-'¢' ,g79ups. 
67 

vlhat is more alarming 

63. Jannuji.F .T; op cit., pp.78-81. 
64. Pandey.A.R; op cit. 
65: Ojha.G;- op cit; p.29Z. 
66. JannUji.F .T,; op cit~, p.87. 
67. Ojha.G; op cit., p.294. 
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is that tm number af small holdings and fragments is increasing 

year after year ~:ing to the increase in population and subdivisicns 

of land under a law of' succession which gives all heirs equal 

shares and lack of employment opportunity in non-agricultural 

68 sector-. 

Concealed Tenan~ Act existed in different parts 

of Bihar. G.Ojha69 have pointed out that in Bihar as a '1-lhole 

the percentage of hidden tenancy was 5.44% which shows a rise of 

mare than 2% after zamindari abolition. He further shows that the 

conditions of small owners and tenants has further deteriorated. 

This fact is revealed by the increase in the percentage of 

mortgaging out land by small farmers, even after enforcenent c£ 

ceiling legislatim, both ownership am operational holdings 

fcrm above the size of 100 acres ccntinued to exist. This is 

clear fran tl'E data provided by Agricultural Census of 1970.70 

Apart from above mentioned Acts, the Minimum Wage 

Act, 1948, the Bihar SC/~, Backward Class and Tribes Debt Relief 

Act., 1974 and the Bihar Maney Lender Act, 1974 were legislated 

as agrarian laws. All these Acts have failed to bring changes 

in the agrarian ~t-up of Bihar. This is clear fran the finiing s 

68. 

69~ 
70. 

•Report 
Times, 

Ojha.G; 
ibid. 

on Bihar Tenancy Put in Cold Storage' 
1i1 Sept 1986: 

op cit., pp.297-299. 

The Hiniustan 
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of the Working Group an Lam Reforms appointed by the government. 

The Working Group states: 11By their abysmal failure to iJnpleiiW3nt 

the laws, the authorities in Bihar have reduced the whole package 

of Jan:l reforms measure to a sour joke. This has emboldened the 

land owning class to treat the entire issue of agrarian reforms 

with utter contempt. Elsewhere in the country, the Jaw evaders 

have a sneaking respect for the law enforcing authority. Their 

approach is furtive, their methcd clarrlestire. In Bihar, the lani 

owners do not care a tuppence for the admi.nistraticn. They take 

it for grantedo Their approach is defiant - their modus operandi 

open ani insolent .n71. , 

Type of Tenancy 

There are various forms of tenancy in Bihar~ 72 

Nagadi or 1-fanibatai, Tehai and Chauthai. Unier Nagadi or ¥.&anibai.a.i 

the tenant has to pay a fixed amount of rent in cash or in grains 

irrespective air the total prcxiuctim. In Bhojpu:r districts, the 

prevalent rate is 16 mourrl s or Rs. 700 per bigha and 22 mounds in 

the case ~f better il:Tigation facilities. Under .Tehai system t.he 

landlord and the tenant equally share all expenditures, but tre 

tenant gets only" me third of the prcduce. In Chauthai, tre total 

capital is provided by the landlcrd and the tenant gets one f0\rth1 . 

71. Bandopadhyay,D; op cit. 

72. Mishra.V; op cit., pp • .l;9-50. 
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of the praiuce. In the stu:iy of three villages of Musahari Block 

of Mujaffarpur, V.N.Verma.· and P.R.Mishra pointed out that the 

pattern of tenantry, terms and conditicins and lesser-lessee 

relaticn in traditional setting of North Bihar gives an :ilnpre-

ssicn that inspite of grcwth in agricultural praiuction and to 

same extent technological change in Bihar, subsistencee tenancy 

which is unfavourable to the tenants continues to be a prominent 

feature of the agrarian scene. He further pointed out that a 

73 
large number of unrecorded tenancies exist. The case of 

Musahari represents tre typical phenomena in tenancy in Bihar. 

Bhocxian Movement 

Bhoaian, Grannan and Sampattidan knm-m as unofficial 

agrarian refonns was initiated by Vinoba Bha.va and Jaiprakash 

Narain. Befcre analysing these movenents in detail we should. 

understand the socio-economic conditons of the cmmtry. 

In 194&-51 , adopt:ing a 1--Iarxist T.evolutionary 

strategy, CPI lalmched p@ADM.t movements based en guerilla 

warfare in Telengana~ a region within the former princely state 

of Hyderaba.d (now. in A.P). Its rallying cry was "land to tm 

tiller". In tm midst of this Comnunist dominated insurrection 

in Telengana in 1·951, Vinoba Bhave launcred his Bhocxian movemerrt!" 

73. Verma..B.N ani Mishra.P.K; 'St:.bsistence Tenancy in a Backward 
Agrarian Setting: A Case Stu:l.y of North Bihar', Social Scientist, 
Vol.12, 1959. 
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:in 1951. Vinoba Bhave la. u.nched his Bhoo:lan movenent by demonstrating 

that lanis might be redistributed peacefully without resorting 

to class conflicto 74 According to Vinoba Bhave Bhoodan Yagna is 

an all comprehensive movement directed to the reform in all walks 

of life. 75 His main purpose 1·as to create a 'kingdan of kindness 1 

throo.gh fighting for social and economic justice by changing 

men's heart and building a new social order. Bhave suggested 

that the problem of landlessness can be solved not by violence, 

legislation and means of government schemes, but through the 

spirit of Bhoodan.76 

Talking about Shranrlan, he says, .11 •••• tre education 

that our children get now in schools, is devoid of any manual 

labour ••••••• so Shramdan (labour gifts) is also to be initiated. 

This will bring an active change to the whole life of the country."77 

He wanted to establish "Samyayogi Society" in which an equality will 

exist in society. According to him Bhocx:lan aims at the moral 

regeneration of' the whole natim. 78 The Sarvodayites envisage 

an ideal s9ciety lQ.the~ classes ani the state. Criticising the 

74. Jannuji.F .T; op cit., pp.93-95 •. 
75. BhaveeV; 1Bli.oodan Yagna', in Desai.A.R (ed.); Rural Sociology in 

Imia, op cit., p~634. · · 
76. Quoted :in JannujieF.T; op cit., p.94. 
77~ Bha.ve.v;· op cit., p.632. 
7$. ibid, pp.629-631. 
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whole philosoplzy of Vinoba Bhave~ B.T.Ranadive declared that 

creation of a stateless society without political struggle will 

not be possible. Ignoring class realities the .Sarvodayites 

concentrate cnly an propaganda to achieve stateless society. 79 

According to J.PoNarain, the Bhoodan and the 

Sampattidan movenents, based on the theory of ethical transformation 

of the heart of thae who own land and wealth, are important 

to bring an egalitarian society. 'l'hrough this propertied class 

wouJd volnntarily relinquish a substantial portion of their 

possession fer tiE benefit of the poverty-stricken section of 

the populatian.so 

' 
Bhoo:ian moveiOOnt latmched in different parts of 

IDiia was a fail.ure, because the donation of land made by big 

landl.ords was pranpt.ed not so much by any ~ of heart, but 

by the strategic motive o:tr safeguarding by ; far the greater 

amOWtt of la.ni. owned by tmm by conceding a small porticn af 

it mostJ.y fallow, barren and 'uneconomic. 81 

Almost en the heels of tm sam:i.I¥iari abolition 

legislaticn c&1e one or the mCJBt repressive pha:se in the 

histor.Y of the Bihar govermnent. A Public Safety Act was 

79. Ranadive.B.T; •Sarvodaya 1 , in Desai.A.R; (ed.) op cit., 
pp. 686-6lr7. 

80. Quoted in Shah.C.G; 1Sampatidan am ID:loodan ~1ovements', in 
A.R..Desai (ed.) op cit., p.836. 

81. ibid. 
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passed to stop all peasant uprisings that were . occuring in 

Bihar. 82 In this situatim, Vinoba Bhave started his Bhoodan 

movement in Bihar in 1952 and vowed to remain in Bihar until 

the land problem was solved. 83 He had set up his camp in 

Gaya district, a lmg tern. centre of the coomunists. Vinoba · 

Bhave and his followers declared that t:OOy would mke Gaya 

district the. Bardoli of Bhoo:ian, a moving reference to the 

former campaign of' 1928 led by the late V allabhbhai Patel among 

peasants of the Ba.rdoli district. 84 To solve land problem in 

Bihar, Bha.ve esti.mated that he and his follO'Iiers would need to 

collect 3,200,000 acres of Jam. After two yea.rs of ffiloodan 

movement, J .P .liarain disappointed in 1954 in following wards: 

11I am ashamed. We Biharis took a vow of 3,200,000 acres in 

arder to solve 1ani problem of our provicce. We have kept (Ba.ba) 

Bhave with us for eiglrt.een months, but still this vow has not 

8.5 
been fulf'ill.ed. 11 By August 1954, tre Bhoodan workers claimed 

to have collected 21,02,000 acres by way of actual gift or 

promised d<llaticoa, but the quantum was still much below the 

target even :in 1956 when it was claimed that 21,47,842 acres 

have been collected.86 

82. Das.A.N; op cit., p.202. · 
8J. Bhave,Vinoba; llloOO.an Yagrt!(Ahmedabad, 1953), p.114. 
84. Thorner.D; 'IIloOO.an- Its Evalntian 1 , in Desai.A.R.(ed.); op cit., 

p.6J3. 
85. Tennyson, Hallam; India's Wa.l,l9.pg Saint, Th~ story '?..f... Vinoba 

Bhave, (New York: 1955), p.141. 
86. Nara:ya.n.J .P; A. Picture of Sarv~a Social Order, ( Tanjore: 

1956) 1 Po47 • 
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After examining land reform and Bhoodan, Daniel 

Thorner observes that neither zamindari a.bolitioo nor 

Bhoodan movement has transforned rural Bihar.~ He further remarks 

that land donated in Bihar \'las rocky, barren or otherwise agricul

turally poor or was unier dispute in current legislation. 88 More 

damaging to tm jmage of Bhoodan as a successful movement is the 

fact that by March 1i966, Bhocx:l.an leaders could claim to have 

distributed only 3, 1:1 ,037 acres (less than 1 0% of the target). 

In Purnea. district the la..'lis have been donated in 1954-55, in 

1,977 but most of tre poor peasantry were still lanD.ess. 

Bhave shifted the focus of his povenErrt on 

Granrlan movement by emphasizing on 11villagization11 of land 

through granrlan. In the :ideal gramian, the community as a 

whole would receive title to aJ..l hn.d. The produce from 

this lanl would be shared by the entire canmuni ty in accordrmce 

with a formula designed by the village council. 89 According to 

Bhoodan statistics, there were 2,500 gram:ians in In:iia in 1957, 

tb3 majority af "Vlhich were located in tribal areas oJr Orissa and 

Bihar. 

87. 
88. 
C9. 

Thmrner; Daniel; The Agrarian Prospects· in India, op cit. ,p.35. 
TharneriDimiel; 'Bhoodan its Evaluati<n 1 , op cit., pp.633-3h. 
Jammji.F.T; op cit., pp.116-17. 
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Tb3 Naxalbari movenent in 1967 was a forceful 

reminder that neither two decades of land refor.m legislations, 

nor the Sarv<xiaya moveJOOnt have solved tre basic problems. <X> 

Following the outbreak of Naxalite movement in north Bihar in 

1970 and Ara in 1972, J.P went there to fight 'Naxalite menace' 

through non violent neans. In Musahari, he stated that tre 

Naxalite threat was an urgent call to demonstrate through 

positive actions how the challenge of vi-olence could be used 

to speed up the process of non violent social change and re-

construction that Vinobaji had initiated through his gramdan 

Slonraj movement ?1 With the objective af establishing Gram Sabha, 
' 

setting up the Gram Kash, organising Gram Santi Sena., distributing 

tmdistributed Bhood.an lands, distribut:ing hanestead parcha to 

the privileged persons and removing the problem of gambling 

am alcoholism, J.P started the Sarvodaya. movement in Musahari. 92 

The Sarvodaya workers attracted the attention of organisations 

like AVA!/D (Association for Voluntary Agencies far Rural Develop-
93, 

ment). PIREP (Pilot Intensive Rural &tployment Project), and JOEPP 

(Job Oriented Educaticn Plan Project), IADP(Intensive Area Develop

ment Progranme) - t .he develoJIIlent projects of the government -

have been pumped into the area by the State government. 94 

90~ R~,Mohan; 1The Sarvoday-a F~ce 1 , EPW, May 1975, Vol.Y.., No.18. 
91. Naraya.n.J.P; Face to !';ace, lliew Delli: 1971 ), p. 7. 
92. Sinha, Jai. B.P;'The Social Peychology Perspective', in 

Sachidanand ( ed.); Sarvodaya and Development, Multi Disciplinary 
Perspective, (Musmri, Patna~, pp.()():6t. 

93. Ram, Mohan; op cit. 
94. Das, A.N; op cit., P• 213 
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Evaluating all hbe programme, the workine group on land reform 

observed "• •• ~'le had definite evidence to indicate that at 

l1usahari the bread had already gone to the rural rich. n95 

At tre request· of Jay Praksh Narayan, a survey 

was conducted by Pradhan.H.Prasad, Jai,B.P.Sinha and Sachidanand 

fran sociological, economic, and socio -psychological angles 

on this movement. 96 Their findings show that extreme poverty 

restricts the meaning of Sarvodaya or any other movement in 

this area. They also observed that t.he movemeiL m s fallen 

into the hands of thoo e i'lho are have 1 s and are not disposed 

97 to make any radical change. 

So, on the bas:i.s of whole discussion, we can say 

that land reforms in Bihar ~e canplete failure in respect 

of official Acts and legislations and in respect or unofficial 

refonns. After a survey of" post-land-ref"orms Bihar, Daniel Thorner 

remarked~ "In short neither zam:i.I¥iari abolition nor Bhood · persuaticn 

(although Bihar has been the ·site of the most intensive Bhood.an efforts 

in the whole of India) has been able to transform rural Bihar. It re-

mains a stronghold of large land holders and hierarchical property 
. ":. 

95~ Bandopadhyay.D; op cit. 
96. 'Art of Authors' in Sachidanani(ed); Sarvoda,ya md Development, 

op cit. · 
97. Sinha,J.B.P; op cit., p.63. 
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rights; leasing, subleasing and eviction are all common." 



CHAPTER III 

GREEN REVOLUTION AND ITS SOCIAL CON~UENCES 

There were two main objectives of tre government l-li th 

regard to agricultural development and rural transformation. Firstly, 

through technological devices agricultural production could be 

increased to meet the requiremert, s of foodgrains and fodder. 

Secondly, by malr..ing people conscious about their social and political 

responsibilities, they could be mobilized for enhancement of 

agricultural gra-~th and rural transformation.. In this Chapter 

we would an~e tre social implications of green revolution. 

Peasant unrest and occurence of famine during the 

-
sixties, and the unsatisfactory achievements of land reformmeasures, 

compelled the government to review its agrarian policy. Consequently, 

the green revolution as a mojor thrust of rural development strategy, 

was intrcxiuced by the government to increase agricult ral prcxiuction 

and to alleviate poverty. The measures of the green revolution 

included application of biochemical technology, fertilizers, irriga

tion schemes and programmes like . IADP (Intensive. Agricultural 
< 

District Progranme) and' IAAP (Intensive Agricultural Area Programme) .. 

This package programme was launched in 1960-61: in 16 districts and 

extended to 1150 districts by 11970
11 

in Punjab, West UP, Ha.ryana and 

1. Goswam:i.,A; •India 1s Rural Development Progranrne with Special 
Reference to IRDP in Assam t , in National Seminar oo Rural 
Developnent in Eastern arrl North Eastern India. 
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and :in san.e parts of Bihar and Bengal. In short the government 

the emphasis fran institutional change to technological up

grading of agriculture.
2 

It had a great impact on the production 

of \'heat but no breakthrough was made in production of paddy 

which still accounts for the largest share of total agricultural 

output. The technology oriented policy of India was :inspired 

by America.3 A Ford Foundation team :introduced the idea of 

the IADP in 1:965 and by 1i966 the goverillOOnt of Irrlia had accepted 

this idea which laid emphasis an irrigation, high yielding seeds, 

fertilizers and modem implements. A. lot of modern form 

machineries. ·.such as tractors, power tillers, harvesters, and 

threshers were introduced in several States. 

Green revolution's long - term objective was to 

enable the poor people to have greater share :in the fruits of 

development. Sane cmtroversies have arisen regarding the 

distribution of the gains of the green revoluticn. 
5 J .Byres 

observes that three opinions have been in force regarding the 

. 6 
gains of the green revolutJ.;cn. Firstly, despite sane 

2. Kar .,Sitanslm. !Wljan; • Agrarian Policy an::l their Impact 1, 
· Teaching 'Politics, Vol..VIll, No.o-1:-2. 

3. Prasad,H.P; •Institutional Refonns am Agricultural Growth', 
Social Scientist, Vol. 15, No.6, J'W'le 11980. 

h .• Jacob,·T.G; op cit., p.132. 
5. Narang,A.S; 'Punjab: Development an::l Politics•, in Omvedt, 

Gail; op cit., f>.124. 
6. Byres,J; 'The Dialectics of Indian Green Revolution I, South 

Asian Review, Vol.5, No.20 1 Jan t972. 
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problems, green revolution has successfully reached all 

sections of society in terms of percolation of its positive 

gains. Secondly, it is believed that green revolution has 

been a successful programme ~dthout any noticiable difficulties. 

Finally, it is said that it has benefitted the rich resulting 

into bourgeoisificaticn of the econanically \'Jell off and 

proletarianisation and pauperisation of the poor and depressed 

secticns of society. 

Dandekar and Rath observe that capitalist 

type of development in agriculture ~rill result in a greater 

~- concentration of the means of agricultural proouction in a 

fewer 
7 

hands. The green revolution has rddened the gulf 

between the rich and the poor, and the developed and back-

ward regions and has benefitted three who were already 

. 8 
more favourablY placed in the soci~conanic h~erarccy. 

Evaluating the impact of the green revolution on inca:te .. 
distribution among cultivating households in Punjab, G.s. 

BhalJ_a and G.K.Chadha observed: "The gains of new technology 

have been distributed more or less in proporti'on to the 

initial land holding positions. Since the land holdings are 

7. Dandekar,V .M and Nilakantha, Rath; Poverty in Irrlia, p.67. 
eo Goswami,A; op cit. 
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distributed in a very skewed mannel' 1 the distribution of gains 

has also been quite inevitable 11 • 9 Further, they observe that 

it is indeed a disquiting feature of the Indian agrarian situation 

that even in the heartland of Green Revolution about one-third of 

the marginal farmers and about one-fourth of the small farmers 

are living below the poverty line,.:lO 

On the basis of the empirical evidence from the 

Ferozepur district of Punjab, P .l~ .. Junankar suggests that an. 

inevitable consequence of the green revolution has been the 

t t d ' lit ' al P . b U P K Bardhan d accen ua e mequa y m rur unJa • • • an 
<· 

Byres have shown that it has not only led to accentuation of 

inequality, but also perpetuated poverty and destitution in 

Punjab. 12 K.S.Upadhyaya in his study of Andhra Pradesh ani 

G.Parthasarathy in his study of the sam3 province, both came 

to tre same ccnclusions from different angles and approaches. 

For them1.3 ·development, to vfuatever measure it has taken place, 

has benii'itted the rural rich and the poor have becaoo poorer. 

Upadhyay stresses en regional variations. G.T.Kurien, in his 
' 

9. Bhalla,G.S am Chadha,G.K; 'Green Revoluticn and the Small 
Peasant:· A Study of incane ·distribution in Punjab agricul
'ture,II', EPW, Vol.xvii, No.21, May 22, 1'982. 

10. ibid. 
11. Junankar,P .N; •Green Revolution and Inequality•, ~~ 

Revirni of P.gri.culture, Vol.X, No.,13, March 1975. 
12. Bardha.n,P.K; ''lhe Evidence of Rural Poverty in the Sixties•, 

EPW, Feb !!973; Byres,J; op cit. 
13. Cited in Sahabra, Budhey; 'Peasant Movement and Question of 

Development' in Karna,H.N(ecl.); op cit. 
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study of rural transformatim in Tamil Nadu(1950-1'175) clearly 

cited that the teclmology has been scale neutral but credit 

and market facilities favour the large fa.rners. A general decline 

in rural wages and benefits to large farmers is clear~ 

perceivable.1i4 

Subas observes 1.5 that the percentage of landless 

labourers increased sharply in sultanpur of East U.P and the 

number of cultivating owners has decreased. He further mentims 

that through the process of tproletarianizatim of peasantry, 

small farmers are being reduced to landless labourers and ali-

enated fran the land. Vimal Shah ani C.H.Shah in Tatur re>surve. 

pointed out the joining of small fanners into the ranks of l.and-

less agricultural labourers. This can. be seen fran the ; fact·, 

he says, that the proportion of agricultural labourer was 14.8% 

16 
in l~1, 17.2% in 1:921 and 26% in 1961!. He concludes that the 

number of cultivators and other workers has decreased while 

that of agricultural labourers has increased s~ificant~ in 

1!7 
rural areas. 

Wages have :increased where here have been peasant 

movements as in Kerala and where there is scarcity of labour as 

1:4. ibid. 
15. Ram, Subas; 'Dynamics of Agrarian Relation in Sultanpur, 

East U.P 1 , Social Scientist, Vol.2, No.1, Jan 1984. 
16. Cited in Vyas,V.s;•atnu.ctural Change in Agriculture an:i 

the :hall Farm Sector' 1 m-11 Vol.JC[, No.1 and 2, Jan 1976. 
17. ibid. 
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in Punjab but in India as a whole there has been stagnation. 

Increment of uage labour in various parts of Punjab has been 

18 
observed by many scholars, but wage has not increased 

compared to the general level of price •. The economic position 

of agricultural labourer did not show any sign of improvement . 19 

. 20 
All over India their wages have remamed stagnant. P .B'l~han 

has remarked significant decline in living standard of rural 

people :in every state. Due to· peasant movement there is high 

wage in Kerala.21 

The nel.;T technology has radically char.ged the 

ownership position of la.n:l among the various, classes. In 

the case of econan:i.c resources other than land, a highly unequal 

situation exists among too peasantry. The landless labourers, 

l'lho comprise 27% of the total rural households, 01-m only 5% of 

the cattle, 3% of the baffaloes and 2% of ploughs. Poor peasants 

who canprise 55% of the total nunber of households cultivate cnly 

10fo of the total land, use only 1i5% of total irrigation facility, 

O'Wil 14% of ·cattle, li6% of buffaloes, 7% of iron ploughs and 2% 

of pumpsets. Between 1960-61 and 1976-77, the top 13% of the 

farmers(inclu:iing all those om more more than 4 hectares) own 

18. Rudra,A; 'The Green Revolution and Greedy Revolution', South 
ASian Review, Vol.IV,. N0.4,· July '1971 1 pp.2.91-305. . -

19. 4J.j.iere,R.K;'lmpact of Rural Labour Market', EPW, 
' Sept 26 ~ 1!9'/0. 

20. Jacob,T.G; op cit., p.r26. 
21. Bardhan,P; 'Green Revolution and the Agricultural \>forkers', 

EPW, Special No., Vol.5 1 Noo29-31: 1 July 1970. -
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57% of the total land and the poor peasants who cane to 54.6% of 

the total number of total households own only 10.7% of the total 

area. 22 

~rsing the impact of green revolution, Beteille 

observes that it has given birth to a new class which he calls the 

ambidex:teroys class. Due to agrarian reforms, there has been change 

fran the cumulative to disperesed inequality.23 One scholar has de-

scribed it as a policy of 'betting on the strong'. Betting an the 

strong is boun:i to fail in the prevailing cooditiCl1s of most 

countries of Asia. The policy to be pursued instead is one of 

betting on the many.24 

The rural poor were getting ver.y less benefit from 

the green revolution, as compared to the rich people, in terms of 

loans from banks. 25 

There has been debate among economists.r~garding 

c~arison of productivity an small and big farms. U.B.Desai,in 

his study, . shows that by and large, the per hectare yield of all 

crops is lower. on small far.ms.26 Supporting Matur resurvey 

22~ JacOb,T.G., op cit., p.121. 
23. Beteille, A; Stu:lies in· Warian Social Stru.cture(Delhi: Oxford 

Universit.y.Press, 1974),pp.105-6. Also see p.72.· 
24. Werthem.,W.F; 'Betting an the· Strang', in Desai,A.R(ed.); Rural 

Sociology in India, op cit., p.~2. 
25. Jacob 1 TJ1; op cit., p.121. 
26. Cited in Vyas,v.s; op cit. 
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studied by V .M.Shah and C.M.Shah, v.s. Vyas has shown that per 

27 
hectare value of output is the lowest on the smaller farms. 

K.N.Raj maintains that tre growth rate ct: 2.5% 

in country whose population has been growing at the same rate 

28 
means virtual sta.:,onatian of the country. In a micro strtriy of 

ane village . each in Nasik and Buldhana districts of Maharashtra, 

SuJ.bha Brahme concludes that tre productivity has not increased, 

reasons being non-optional use of available land ani water resources. 

For her, this all is due to poverty being fundamentally rooted in 

tm highly skewed land distribution. 29 F .Frankel shows that in 

Ltrlhiana and Bihar, landholders owning less than 8 <l;cres have 

experienced a serious relative deterioration in economic position 

f<F want af capital.JO 

The green revolution has created a new class of 

farmers. In tm area where productive forces have developed, the 

oppressian of peasantry by landlords has been rep~ced by. the c6ntradi-

ti90 between labour and agrarian capitalists. Apart fran them, a 

new c<ntradicti.an between the ne't-Jly emerged rural bourgeoisie and the 

27~ ibid. 
28. cited in Kar, Sitanshu Ranjan; op cito 
29. cited in Sahasrabudhey,S; 'Peasant Movement and the Question of 

Development r, op cit. 
30. cited in Kar,S.R; op cit. 
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Indian state h9.s emerged. In Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Haharashtra and 

Punjab the newly emerged rural bourgeoisie is leading agitations 

against the state for restructuring the market system itself. 

They says that the pricing system is discriminatory to then. 

The increasing price of manufactured gocxis more than the prices of 

agricultural pr<Xiucts confirms this fact.3 1 

Opening a pandara box, it has produced a mnnber of 

conflicts and problems manifesting in the forms of land grab 

movements, forceful seizure of harvested crops, unionised dema.rrls 

for higher wages ani physical annihilation of big landowners. 
32 

Menchez33 has exposed same of the ccntradictions 

' and sources of cmflict in herent in the green revolution in 

Tamil Na.du. Sh'e ·saw in the tenisa1s in Chingalpet district(Tamil 

Na.du) the covert, rather than overt, nature of these cantna.dictions 

and conflicts. T .K.OOmnen concludes that 11the green revolution 

as such does not lead to the welfare of the agrarian poor unless 

substantial alterations in the prevalent socio-economic and poli

tical-structure are effected at grass roots~34 In an analytical 

.31 • .Jacob,T.G; op cit., pp.1.34-.36 • 

.32. Kar, Sitanshu Ranjan, op it. 
JJ. Mencher, Joan,P; 'Conflicts and Contradictions in the Green 

Revolut±m: The case of Tamil Nadu•, EPW, Annual No. 1974, 
pp.J09-2.3 • 

.34. Oamnen,T.K; •Impact of Green Revoluticn on the Weaker Sections', 
in Para.mbhansa, V .R.K; Chang:i..Iy?; A.grarian Relations in India, 
(Izyderahad: National Institute of Camnunity DevelopmentJ 1975). 
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ani detailed study of green revolution, J .K.Bajaj has shown that 

the agricultural strategy of tre governmmt has always been ·fer 

higher marketable production not jut for higher pr<Xluction. He has 

worked through NCAR volumes to shm-1 that the new agricultural 

strategy of the sixties was clearly meant to bring more food 

35 
to the market. Poor peasants and landless agricultural labourers 

have not been able to share profitably in the general prosperity 

which Cam:! in tm wake of green revolutiC!'l. 36 

Various Developn.ental Programmes and Its Consequences 
in Bihar 

Intensive Agricultural District Programme(IADP}, 

Intensive Agricultural Area Programme(IAAP) were intr<Xluced in 

different parts of Bihar also' Ara, Patna, Rohtas, Gaya, Nalanda) .37 

In addition to this, various special progranmes such as Pilot 

Intensive Rural Enployment Project (PIREP), ~ll Farmer Developnent 

.Agency(SFDA), Drought Prone Area Programme(DRAP), Marginal Farmers 

and Agricultural Labourers PrograDIIle(MFAL) and Cash Scheme for 

Rural .Pinpl.oyment(CSRB) received attenticn of too govei'IliOOnt. 

35. Cited in Saha.srabudhey, Sunil; op cit. 
36.· See, Obiha,G; 'Small-Fanners am HYV Progranme', EPW , 4 April 

1 rno, w .6o3.;.o5; · · · --
• Parthasarathy,G; Quoted in Sahasrabudhey,s., op cit; 

Oommen,T.K; op cit; 
Bardhan, Pranab; op cit. 

37. Sinha, Arun; "'The Naxalite J.iovement: A Rising Political Force in 
Bihar', The Times of India, 21 October, 1986. 
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By 1973-74, 22., 7% of total cropped area in Bihar was 

covered by HYVP (High Yielding Varieties Programme). 20 percent of 

the villages had been electrified and 1 ,o4,000 pumpsets were ener-

gised. The percentage of net area irrigated to net area sown 

in 1970 was already 28.3 for the whole State and 18.3, f:fJ .1 and 

7. 9 for North Bihar, South Bihar plains and the Chotanagpur regions, 

respectively. A.N.Das says that agricultural sector as a l'Jhole 

seemed to be on the wa:y to prosperity. 38 

From 1952-53 to 1969-70, in Bihar, the average growth 

rate of agricultural production was only 0.57 percent per annum as 

compared to 3.1 percent for tre country as a l-Jhole. Judging in , 

relation to population, between 1964-65 and 1969-70 agricultural 

production declined by 1.8% per annum against an increase of 1.4% 

for the country.39 

The green revolution did not mal~ any significant result 

and all developmental programmes failed. The sinelc most important 

·-factor respcnsible for low and :uneven growth of agriculture· \"las the 

existence of semi-feudal production relations. 40 Agricultural lahrurers 

as balded labourers were under the clutches of mmey lenders in 

many states such ~s U•P/Bihai-' am. Orissa.41 In such a set-up, the 

38. Das,A.N; Agrarian Unrest and Socio-Econanic Change in Bihar, 
op cit., p.,217. 

39 .. J.P. ;· 1Real Mission• EPW, Vol.X, No.12, March 22, 1975. 
40. Pradhan,H.P; •Institutioillii Reforms and Agricultural Growth', 

Social Scientist, op cit. 
41. Jacob, T.G; op cit., p.121. 
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flow of funds into rural areas in tne name of planning and develop-

ment, rural electrification, irrigation work, land conservation 

schemes, afforestation, road construction and other infraatructu-

ral support, are usurped by the rural oligarchy in collusion with 

the State functionaries and the bureaucracy. This is widespread 

in Bihar, M.P., Orissa ani Eastern U.P., where semi-feudal proiuction 

relations are strong. 42 

The government expected that the green revolution 

would trickle down to the rural poor, but, as government sources 

themselves had to admit, later, landlords with a holding of more 

than 24 acres had turned out to be the major beneficiaries of 

green revoluticn in Bihar. Ryots with holdings of five acres or 

less, ryots with insecure rights in land, share croppera under 

ryots, and agricultural labourers could simply derive no benefits 

worth the name.43 

The number of agricultural labourers increased fran 

23% in 1961 to 39% .in 1 CJ7144 due to declining of small fanners 

into the ranks of agricultural labourers. In Bihar the percentage 

share was highest in West Champaran(51.3.3) followed by Purnea(51: .35) 

42~ Pradhan.,H.P; op cit. 
43. Mishra,V; op cit., pp.45-6. 
44. Shah,G; 'Protest Movements in Two Iniian states: A Study of 

GUj ara.t and Bihar Movements, (Delhi: Ajanta Publicaticns, 1 o/77) , 
p.69. 



and Katihar (49.1~7)45 • In Bihar, new technology has not cause.d 

the increase in wages contrary to Punjab, Harya.na and Kera.J..a. The 

low level of wage rate in Bihra is due to cQ'ltract and bond 

between the landlords and the direct producers an unequal tenns. 

Collecting data from nine vi~es belonging to Saran, Siwan and 

Gopal Ganj, Harikhar Bhakta concludes that direct producers 

did not succe~ in raising their wages in tune r.d.th productivity.46 

As G.Shah observes, "Agricultural labourers get their wage in 

kind in in cash at the rate of Rs l or Rs.1.50 per day ••••• 

During the stock season, when they are forced to live near starva-

tion line, the landholder lend them money at high rates of 

interests and keep them under their subjugatim.n47 

Canmenting on green revolution in Bihar, Ladjensky 

says that the existing institutional cretit arrangements with 

their well knom bias in favcur of big landlords, the generally 

poor state of the co-operative credit societies, the predominant 

role of the money lenders providing loans at usurpicus interest 

rates and the low:cy and insecure positicn of the tenantry preclude 

the participaticm of the vast majority of the cultivators. The green 

revolution introduced in Bihar is limited as canpared to Haryana and 

Punjab. In Bihar, the green revoluticn adverse:cy affected poor 

45. J1ishra,V; op cit. 
46. Bhakta,H; 'Pr<Xiuction Relations and Special Variations in 

Agricultural Wage Rates' 1 Social Scientist, Vol.S, No.10, Hay 
1i980. 

47. Shah,G; op cit., p.69. 
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48 
peasants, share croppers and agricultural labcru.rers. One of the 

consequences of tM green revolution l·!as the e weakening still 

further of their already very tenuous hold on the land. "Wages 

have doubled in the past few years in Kosi area, but very little 

of it can be attributed to the new technology. The principal 

.c:ause is the rise in the cost of living. u49 Taking into acconnt 

the lack of alternati-ge ani supplementary occupaticns, the condi-

ticn of a farm labourer in Bihar, Ladjensky argues, is canpara

ble ooJ..y with the very worst prevailing anywhere in the country. 50 

The socio-economic conditions of Bihar depends upon its so-called 

representatives of the people. Bihar has been reduced to a den 

of corrupt officials, politicians and landlords-cum-money lenders. 51 

Canparin.g Bihar and Punjab, Ladjensky states that the eca1anic pola-

risation between 'haves' a.>D 'have not's in Punjab is sharper than 

in Kosi, but the overall level of living there of all classes of the 

peoples is higher than in Kosi. 52 The prima.ry cause of the 

accentuated imbalance in the countryside, according to him, is 

man-made institutiCilal inequalities. 
53 

48. Ladjensky, Wolf; 'Green Revolution in Bihar, the Kosi Area: A 
Field Trip1 

1 EPW, Vol.IV, No.39, Sept27, 1969. 
49. ibid. 
50o ibid. 
51. •J.Pts Real Mission•, EFW, op cit. 
52o Ladjenak,y,W; op cit. 
53. ibid. 
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G.Ojha, after conducting his survey in 4 villages of 

Saran, coocluded that " ••• In ra.Ce for teclmol.ogical improvements 

the substantial f'armers are making better gains and the gap bet1:.zeen 

the big and the small is widening. This is the dark shadow of green 

revolution. u54 The new technology has only favoured the big 

landlords.55 The disparity betwe.en the lower and the higher size 

group of fa.r.ms was observed only in terms of resource before •60s, 

but after the introduction of the ne'i technology, the disparity 

between them is ~fleeted not only in terms of resources and their 

use but also in terms of net return. The poor peasant and landless 

labourer did not b,enefi t from the .. ne\i teclmology. 56 

The well off sections of occupancy ryots have taken 

benefit of ldl.ole policy of the government. in Bihar and ' have also 

consolidated themselves as middle and rich peasants. These occupancy 

ryots once constituted leading core of the! old Kisan Sabha 

movementa,57 but now they are aggressive ani :inflicting damage to 

lower, secti<ns. · This has been described · by A.N .Das as 'backward 

caste phenanenon1 ~ Bi.har.
58 

Tb3 newly emerged rich peasants 

54. Ojha1G; 
55~ Ibid~ 
56~ Ibid. 
57~ Mishra, V; 
58. Das,A.N; 

op cit. 

op cit., p.46. 
op cit. 
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behaved like a Kulak lobby in politie~9 and are entrenched in 

state politics after taking benefit of reservation policy intra..:.. 

duced. by the J anata government headed by Karpoori Thakur. By 

Observing change in political econany of Bihar, Harry W.Blair 

states that the forward or 'twice born' caste groups that 

had be en daninant in Bihar since independence as before are 

be:ing replaced by the •backward castes' as the daninant 

stratum in the state • 

Even after 40 years of independence followed by 

• various agrarian reforms including technology oriented refor.ms 

agrarian policy same landlords possess considerable amount of' 

land. The trading class, contractors, and even doctors and 

lawyers have also bec<EB medium to big, landholders. As M.Hishra 

and Vijayendra states 11Sahu Parbatta is such a case in Pumea. 

He enticed tenants, engaged under-tenants ••• he is supposed to 

have sane 30~000 acres. 1160 The possession of 500, 700 and even 

1000 · acres .land by the landibwners has been mentioned by Daniel 

Thorner~ in post-refom Bihar. 61 The possession of less than 

t,OOO acres of land by 41: big landlords in Ptirnea. is believed. 
' . 

Apart fran them, detailed account of land possessions are: Bettiah 

59,. ~ii-~~a1V; op cit., p.46 

60. Mitra,M an:l Vijayendra~ 1 Agricultural Labourer and Peasant 
Policies, Rural Proletarianisation in Pumea', in Das,A.N(ed.); 
Agrarian Hovement in India: Studies in Twentieth Century Bihar' 
op cit., p. 98. 

61. Thorner, Daniel, op cit., p.34. 



Raja:· 20,000 acres; Faiyaz Al8m: 15,000 acres; Baidya Nath Chauhan: 

15,000 acres; Kapil Kum.ar:to,ooo acres; D.K.Sikarpur: 9,000 

acres, Islam Seikh: 8,000 acres, J .Narayan Marwari: 6,000 acres, 

Dur.mania Estate: 61 000 acres. Besides this Hahanta of Bcxih 

Gaya controls liO, 000 acres of land of which nearly 5,000 acres 

are located in Bcxih G aya. 62 

In short, the whole package of green revolution 

has gone into pockets of these big landlords and Kulak type 

farmers and all developnent progrcmmes have been usurped by rural 

oligarcey in collaboration with bureaucracy because a happy 

fratemisatian exists between the bureaucrats and tre landlords 

in the State.
6:3 

Thus, tiE green revolution \'las a canplete failure 

in the case of Bihar. The improved mechanised farming helped only 

those who posser5s8d land. The lot·· of· agricultural labourers 

remained as sa.JOO as ever before • 

_ .. :·, .. 



CHAPTER IV 

'PEASANT. ~·MOVEMENTS 

An attempt has been made in this chapter to 

present a brief account of various agrarian movements in terms of 

their causes1 types and nature in India in general. and with 

reference to Bihar in particular. 

Peasant Movements: An Overview 

The history of peasant movements in India can be 

traced back to the Mughal period. Right from this peria:i, famines 

and revolts had occured due to some serious reasons. J at revolts 

of the Ganga-Jamuna region . from the 1660s to 16<.X)s and of the 

Satnami religious sect in Narnaul in 11672 were very praninent 

peasant uprisings directed against Mughals as Mughal bureucracy 

became more oppressive and exacted harsher taxes, as camnercial. 

relaticns penetrated the countryside am as local rulers made 

increasing incursions into tribal hill teiTi tories. 1. As already 

we have seen, under both the Mughal as "rell as the British agrarian 

system., maximum possible surplus was taken by the rulers fran 

their peasantry. F·leecing, squeezing and sucking -of peasantr,y was 

the univeral and commcn characteristics of both the social systems. 

1. Gough,Kathleen; 1Indian Uprising', in Desai,A.R (ed); Peasant 
Struggle in Irma, (Banbay: Popular Prakashan, 1 o/78) ,p.8. 
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In British periOd, the forced ccrnmercializaticn of 

agriculture c~elled the unwilling peasantry of Bengal ani other 

parts to produce cash-crops. This led to disturbances ani riots 

in 1860 am produced ccnditions for severe famine. Up to 11857, 

there was 12 severe famines. In 1896-981 4.5 millioos \'lere killed 

by starvation and 97 million people were seriously affected.2 

The Oudh rebellion (1778-81), the Oudh, Banaras, Gorakhpur( 1799), 

the Poligars rebellion in Tinnevely, North Arcot ( 1801-5), the Chuar 

rebellion of Midnapore(1799), Pazhassi Raja rebellion of ¥mlabar 

(1796-1805), and the insurrection in Travancore-Cochin(1806) were 

main anti imperialist rebellions of these peri<Xi. All these 

revolts were crushed by the British by butchering tens of thousams 

of peasants and their leaders) Apart fran these, the Santhal 

insurrectim(1855-56), Imigo cultivators• stri.ke(1860) 1 and Maratha 

uprisiq; ( 1 875) in Poona and Ahmedabad were also important peasant 

struggles aga:inst zamindari system and mcneylenders in which mili

tant peasantry act.i vely participated and showed the path to 

struggle ani battle. These uprisings were essentially dress

rehearsals of future struggles of the Indian peasantry.4 The 

peasant upriai.ngs occured not <nly ill the t:aminiari areas but also 

in ryotwari areas in which all secticns of peasantry ani tribals 

participat~~ 

2. Jacob1 T.G; India: Development and DeprivatH:n, op cit., p.49. 
3. ibid' p.52. 
4. Natarajan,L; •The Santhal Insurrecticn, 1955-561 in Desai,A,.P.. 

(ed.), op cit. Also see Natarajan,L; 'Indigo Cultivators Strike, 
1860• E.l'ld 'l.Caratha Uprising, 1.876 1 in Desai,A,.R(ed.); op cit., 
pp.137-173. 
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First war of independence was the biggest mass 

insurrection. Peasants, workers ani all sections of Irrlian society 

joined the battle against economic, cultural and religious oppres-

sion of imperialists. This was the pm1erful anti-imperialist out-

burst born out of horrible famims, ruination of artisans and above 

all the racial arrogance freely displayed by the i.mperi?J-ists. 

But these movements. were suppressed by the British government. 5 

Apart fran the organised peasant movements, organised revolts of 

desperate group of peasantry was characterised by Hobsbawn as 

social bandity because group consisting large number of peasants, 

tribesmen, disinherited landlords and disbaied soldiers turred to 

banditry who were deprived of their livelihood and evicted fran 

their hane lam. 6 

Peasant Movements Since 1920 

Peasant movements sin: e 1920 have been co-ordinated 

within the policies of oppositional political parties. 7 Since the 

British period the peasant movei!l:lnts have been classified. 8 The 

5. Jacob,T.G; op cit., p.;l. 
6. Quoted in Gaugh,K; op cit., pp.1 03-104. 
7. ibid, pp.112-113. 
8. Mehta, Uday; •Peasant Movements in Irdia', in Desai,A.R (ed~) 

op cit., p.743. 
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peasant movemmte of 1857-1921 period were spontaneous and were 

not having proper leadership. The seconi phase (1923-1946) witnes-

sed the emergence of class cmscious peasant organisations in the 

struggle for national liberaticn. The post independence peri <Xi was 

the periai of uninterrupted and continuous peasant movements, due 

to the failure of ruling party, to resolve any of the basic problems 

of the toiling masses in rural India. . Almost all the movements were 

led by left political parties such as CPI, PSP and SP thro~h 

Kisan organisations. 

But in 1921 all sections of society participated 

in the struggle. The Moplah rebellian is the wit~ss of it. It 

lasted longer than all other peasant insurrectims. J41. All Iniia 

struggle to>o~ards independence, the In:lian National Congress joined 

with Muslims of the Khilafat movEm!nt to boycott British institu-

te<t councils, law crurts, titles and educational institutions. The 

boycott appealed to H:in:iu and Muslim middle class leaders, a few 

lanilords, high ranking n<>Il. cultivating tenants, a large number of 
- . ' . ,, . 

poverty stricken cultivating tenants ani lalliless labourers especia1..1y 

Moplahs who formed a majority of the populati<n and participated 

in the movements. 9 Dha.nagre writes that it was essentially an 

expression of the age l<l'lg agrarian conflict ltlich was only 

9c Gaugh,Kathleen; op cit., pp.110-11. 
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intensified by a prilnordial religio-etl:mic identity of the 

10 Moplahs. According to Wood, tm Moplah rebellicns between 

1800-1iS02 and 1821-22 were also ritual .;challenges to the 

British rule, on the otner hand, Dale has argued that tre canple-

.xities of the outbreaks, the interacticn of personal, econani.c, 

social,and religious motives as cause of numerous outbreaks 

among the Moplahs during tre nineteenth cent lll"7. 11 

Ana.lyslilg it as eccnomic phen001ena, K.Gaugh have 

discU5sed tha.t tm Moplah rebellions sketch the fact that in 

Irdia as else rzhere agrarian classes usual)Jr ha. ve a partial 

isomorphism with major ethnic categories (Hin:iu and Muslims) .1:2 

In oudh( a region of the twelve districts in uttar 

Pradesh) agitations durill; 1920-22 and 11930-32, all secticns 

of society participated. Dhanagre discussed that the poor peasantry 

were alienated because the Congress wanted to mobilize the peasa-

ntr.r far solely their own political ems, and reliefs to tm marginal 

peasants, share croppers am landless labourers Ca.IIJ:l OI'Lcy as second

ary objectives. As Kellcar14pointed out the Kisan became disillusioned 

10. Quoted in Karna,M.N; 1 Agrarian Relations and· Peasant Protests in 
Wia: A Tram Anal.ysis', in Karna,M.N;(ed), Peasantry in Rural 
Protest, (Shillcng: North Eastem Hill Uni., fl9S4) ,p.3. 

11. Quoted in, ibid, p.4. 
12. Ga.ugh,K; op cit., pp.1110-11. 
13. Quoted in Kama,M.K., op cit., p.5. 
14. Quoted in, ibdid. 
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with Gandhian methods far achieving political an:i economic objecti

ves. Canmenting on the role played by INC an:i Gandhi, Hamza Alavi 15 

says, ''Gaoohi played vital role in mobilising the peasants to 

support for the National Congress but if he made the peasant speak 

for the Congress, he did little to make the Congress speak for 

the peasants. 11 

He did nothing for lower castes and exploited 

16 
classes except coining the elevated term of 'Harijan' for them. 

The Harijan lived in a state of abject poverty and destituticn. 

In Pratapgarh district, the Oudh peasants revolted 

during the same pericxi on issue of Najranp. and Bedkhali-lejections), 

as Siddiqui has pointed out. 17 A similar Kisan Sahha movement was 

launched in the district of Unnao against the practice of rack-rent-

ing and exactim of Najrana. which was subsequently revived in the 

form of Eka m~nt. 1S Apart fran them, a number of Satyagrahas 

such as Bardoli and Pedanandipa.du in 1921 1 the land satyagraha in 

Bihar( 1939) 1 the anti-zam:indari fight in Bengal and Andhra, 

canal duties' struggle of 1937-42, the rent exactioo in UP am 

15. Quoted in Singh,Rajendra; 'Caste Factor in Rural Revolt: A Study 
of Emerging Ccntradictions in UP' 1 in Karna,M.N (ed..); Peasantry 
in Rural Protest, op cit., p.26. 

16. ibid., p.15. 
1i7. Sid.diqui,M.H; 'The Peasant Movement in Pratapgarh, ~920 1 , The 

Indian Econanic and Social History Review,IX, 3, 1'172, pp • .306-26. 
18. Pandey,S.¥.; •The Emergence of Peasant Movements in Iniia: lfn 

Area study', Inll.an Journal of Industrial Relations, 1'171 1 71 1, 
pp. 59-1.04. 
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Bihar in 1i921 and 1931 1 and the debt relief agitation of Bengal 

were launched against unjust laws and taxes.19 These peasant 

uprisings were guided by one or another Irrlia1 s cammmist parties.20 

Why Peasant Hovements? 

Fran the very beginning, the peasant movements were 

la\Ulched against \Ulequitous structure arour:rl the various agrarian 

issues. K.Gaugh21 ·has discussed different causes and reascns 

tla t constituted structural background for the peasant uprisings 

duri~ colmial and post.-colcnial peria:i. The following reasons 

are given below: 

1. Imposition of heavy tax burden on peasantcy in colonial period 

as canpared to Mughal period; 

2. Draining of wealth thrrugh colcnial war debt services and 

salaries; 

3. Export-import activity of foreign imperialists in collaboration 

with oppressive lamlords and mmey-lenders directed against 

the interest of peasanliry; 

4. Expl.oitation of tribals through goverrunental and non-governmental 

agents; 

19. Ranga,N.G; •Peasant Struggles and AchieveD3nts 1 in Desai,AR (ed.), 
op cit., p.75. 

20. Gaugh1 K9 'Indian Peaeant Uprising', in Desa.i,A.R (ed.), op cit., 
p.113 •. 

21. ibid, pp.$9-94. 
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5o De-industrializati<n of indigo industries by British imperiali~ 

sts, that affected rural poor involved in it; 

6. Eviction of peasantry through permanent and other settlemmts; 

7. Population burden on agriculture and poverty; 

8. Canmunication facility between city ani countryside; 

9o The growth of absentee larrllordism; 

10. Recurrence of large-scale famines affecting rural people; 

11 • The failure of land reforms; 

12. The intrcduction of Green Revolution ld.th application of seeds, 

fertilizers and technology in certain selected areas. 

Militancy in Peasant Movements 

By 19461 militant movements were launched in 

rural India aga.lllst zamindars am money leniers who acted as 

lackeys of British imperialists. The Tebhaga movement in the 

north of Bez]gal in 1946, the Telengana peasant war in former 

I:tyderabad State (now in AP) in 1946-JJS, tm strike c£ tenants ani 

landless labourers in Eastern Tha.njavoor for many weeks in 1:948, 

am a series of short strikes followed by attacks m granaries 

and grain trucks in Kerala. in 1946-48 were launched by revolu-

tionary coomunist party of India. 22 In Tebhaga movement, the 

demand was made for two thirds share of the crop by Bargadars 

22. ibid, p.113. 
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against Jotedars. This demanis was recanmended by tre lan:i revenue 

cOD1Ilissicns, 1940. The public meetings were addressed by the Kisa.n 

leaders, leaflets were distributed and slogans such as 'Inquilab 

zindaba.d', and •Tebhaga Chai' (we want Tebhaga} were voiced. The 

enrolled volunteers, shouldering lathis, marched across the vil.lages 

and shouted familiar slogans. 23 The poor peasants occupied the 

landlords' lands, burnt larrl deeds, and raided grain stores in sane 

places. Besides the demarxi for a two thirds share of the harvest, 

the movement was aimed at the oppressive behaviour of the Joted.ars 

24 who acted as oppressors of wanen and the oppressed castes. 

25 
Dhanagre said that it was first conciously attempted revolt 

by the politicised peasantry in Indian history. The police in 

collaboration with Jotedars ani local Congress organisation massa

Zh 
cred the oppressed peasantry. 

The main objective of t~ heroic Tel.engana peasant. 

movement was to snash the feuial money lender nexus. In Telengana 

peasnats campaigned far debt relief, aboliticn of bcoied labour and 

the demands were made for abolishing illegal extractiats by local 

larill.ords (Deshm.ukhs) ani nawabs. Zl According tp Sumarqya, 

23. Sen,Sunil; 'Tebhaga Chai' in Deeai,A.R; op cit., pp.443-45. 
24. Sen, Slmil; .Agrarian Struggleein Bengal, 1945-1947(New Delhi: 

PPH, 1972). . · 
25. Dhanagre,D.N; 'Peasant Protests and Politics: Tm Tebhaga 

Movement in Bengal, 1946-47 1 , Journal of Peasant stuiies, 
3(3), 1976. 

26. Sen, Sunil, Agrarian Struggles in Bengal, 1935-1947, op cit. 
27. Gaugh,K; op cit., p.114. 



41 000 comnunist and militant peasants were killed, more than 

10,000 ccmnunist cadres ani fighters were thrown into detentim 

camps and jails, 5,000 peoples were dragged into police and milita

ry camps 28 by Nehru's army to hoist the feu:lals back into power. 

The canmunists had liberated nearly 16,000 square miles covering 

about three million people in 3,000 villages. Analysing the sucssess 

and failure of the -Telengana movement, Dhanagre29 observes: !~If the 

seizure of pm-1er and sustaining it for a considerable pericrl of 

t:im3 is taken as the touchstme of success, then, perhaps 1 no 

other peasant revolt or movement in India was more successful than 

the one in Telengana. If, however, a lasting dent in the agrarian 

structure and change in the colllition of its principal participants 

were viewed as the criterion then perhaps the Telengana insurrec-

tian was not more successful than other peasant .resistance 

movements in Irrlia". 

In Thanjavoor, the deman:ls were for having the 

rents paid by cultivating tenants and doubling the wages of land

less labourers. 30 

28. Sund~a,P; 'Telengana 1 in Desai,A.R; op cit., pp.532-533. 
Also see Sundarayya,P; Telengana Peoples Struggle and its 
Lessons (Calcutta: CPI (M) Publication, 1972) 

29. Dhanagre,D.N; 'Social Origins of the Peasant Insurrection in 
Teleilgana , 11946-51 ) , • Cantributicn to Indian Sociology, 8, 
1974, pp.109-134. 

30. Gaugh,K; op cit., pp.112-13. 
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The late sixties and ear~ seventies witnessed 

historic militant peasant struggles in different parts of rural 

India. The most important among them include the prolct1ged 

peasant struggle involving land claims and harvest share in 

1966-71 led by Andhra Pradesh Revolutionary Canmunist Canmittee, 

the Uprising in Naxalbari in West Bengal in 1967, and the anni

hilation campaign of the CPI(ML) against landlords, mmeylenders, 

police and a variety of political enemies of the party in Sri

Kakulam, Mussori, Debra Gopivallabpu:r-311 1 Purnea
32

and Bhojpuz-33. 

It shruld be pointed out that the camrruni st sponsored uprisings 

were different fran. the movements that was launcred in earlier 

perioo.34 

The lani grab movement of 11970 in uttar Pradesh 

\ias championed by tre le.ft oriented opposition parties such as 

SSP, CPI1 CPH and Na.,'{i3.1ites. Ra.jendra Singh described the histo-

rical background of the movenent, and reconstructs the historicity 

of the Harijans 1 deprivatim which continues to persist in the 

countryside) 5 

31. ibid, p.~1G. 
32. Das,A.N; Agrarian Unrest and Socie>-economic Change in Bihar, 

·op cit., p.230. 
33. Mukherjee,K and Yadav,Rajendra Singh; 'For Reasons of state 

Oppressicm. and Resistance: A Study of Bhojpur Peasantry' in 
Das,A.N (ed.) Agrarian Movements in India, Studies on 20th 
Century Bihar,(Great Britai.'l, Frankcass, 1982), p.1h0. 

34. Gnugh,K; op cit., p.113o 
35. Singh,Rajendra; op cit., p.21. 
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In Warrangal, K.hammam and Kar:imnagAr districts of 

AI', in 1969, tm Union of peasants began their armed struggle 

by occupying lands which had been taken fran them by the landlords. 

In West Bengal, the land Acts provided far the distributicn of llimd 

amcng tre landless, but the proprietors refused to surrender it. 

Having driven out the landlords, the. peasanft, unions went on to 

distribut.e all the land among peasants. By mid 70s, Andhra 

Pradesh RevoluticnarJ Communist Gonmittee claimed a liberated 

area of 7, 000 to 8,000 square miles .36 By consolidating sec ret 

squads recnuited from the oppressed group of poor peasants and 

landless labourers, CPI(ML) adopted the policy of annihilation of 

landlords, police, mone:rlenders ani oppressive bureaucrats. The 

police vrl.th the help of landlords and moneylenders ma55acred 

peasants and arrested Naxalites.37 

A new dimensicn has been acquired in rural politics 

of Haharashtra during last few years with t.'1e emergence of 

Shetl'Kari Sangatana. Established six years ago to champion the 

fanners' cause, for securing· rennmerative prices for their 

proouce, the Sangatana un:ler the leadership of Sharad Joshi has 

now farmed a wanen' s :fr<nt to tackle the problems c<nfronting 

them :i.Tl the countryside. In a_-llmi.ted period of time the Sangatana. 

has succeeded in securing higher prices for agricultural produce 

in certain cases. As far as wcmen fann labourers are concerned, 

this remained a distant dream. Sharad Joshi was disheartened' for 

his credo was that the new peasant movement has a historical 

36o Gaugh,K; op cit., PPo 11J,-15. 
37. ibid. 
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38 
responsibilty in pronouncing itself on w0n1en' s problems. As 

_far as the main goal of peasant movement is concerned, tre 

Shetkari Sanghatana differs fran the peasant movements launched 

by the communist party in various Statef;l of India. Maintaining 

distance fran Marxist theories, the Shetkari Sanghatana mainly 

concentrate their attenticn on wanen 1 s problems. During its recent 

Convention at Chandwad, the Sanghatana has decided to capture 

prn-1er in local areas in Maharashtra by fielding women candidates 

for abolishing the political basis of "the goonda (male) 

elements who have captured the rural power since iniependence. 1139 

.. 
Peasant Movements in Bihar: The Case of Chal1lparan Satyagraha 

Different historical struggles and movemmts of 

Bihar peasantry has occured from time to time fran the very 

beginning. Santhal insurrecticn of 1855-56, Munda uprising of 

11899-1~:>1 and indigo riots of 1867, 1877 and 1~7 are fe-v; of them. 

However, these were isolated instances of peasant uprisings 40 with 

leadership being provided by the local peasants themselves and with

out any natiwal persr,x=ctive and modem idea.
41 

38. Puraniare,B.M; 1\'/amen Give Boost to Peasant Movements 1 , The 
TiilJ3 s of India , 4 December 1986. 

39. ibid. 
40. Das,A.N; A&r;arian Unrest am Socio-Economic Change in Bihar, 

op cit., p.57. 
41. Mishra, Vincxi; Report. fran the FJ.am:ipg Fields of Bihar, (CPI(HL) 

Documents, August 1986), p.15. 
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The peasant struggles of twentieth century took 

more sustained and protracted form as can.pared to the earlier 

peasant struggles. These movements are qualitatively different 

fran earlier movements, 42 and also marked by outside interventioo 

right fran the t:i.lre of the Champaran Satyagraha. of 1917 11hen 

Gandhiji first experimented with too ~asantry. 

Champaran Satyagraha was an agrarian agitation 

lang drawn throughout the . .nineteenth century and first half of 

twentieth century, which generated a series of new agrarian 

movenent s in Bihar by drawing traditional peasantry in the vortex 

of cantemporar.y agitatian.43 The movement enjoyed popular 

support of entire populaticn of the district because the entire 

population was against the planters for one reason or otm r. 44 

Agricultural labourers were not satisfied because trey did 

not get -wages at prevailing rates ·and they l'Iere forced to do 

unpaid labour. Tenants were against the planters for tinkathia 

obligation, Coblers were hit harc1 boaause of an attack on their 

right to hides and, smAll ahara-croppers were aggreived because 

they were restricted in their operaticn and subjected to illegal 

taxes. Money lenders ani traders also fouzn t.lJe planters in the 

way of expansion of their business as indigo cultivati<m had its 

42. Mishra, G; op cit., ,.317. 
43. Das,A.N; •Peasant and Peasant Organizatian1 , in Das,A.N (ed.), 

op cit., p.46. 
44. Mishra, G; op cit., p.296. 
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ow.n system of advance of cash.45 

Characterising local leadership, Jacques Poucheapa-

dass says, 11 This oligarchy consists, for the greater part, of 

high caste peasants, Brahmins, Rajputs, Bhumihars, Kayasthas, 

Muslims, Muslim S:ikhs etceMost of these leaders were well off or 

rich peasants ...... Many of these men, like Raj Ktnnar Shukla 

himself, were moneylenders. Khend.er Rai even had money lending 

of more than one l.akhs o.f Rupees. u46 In short the movements 

were supported by a large number of factory o;.mers, money len:iers, 

businessmen and lan:lholders who fotu1d their interests restricted 

by planters ani sane teachers and local lawyers who had a 

link with political organisations ani the press outside the dis-

t . t 47 nc . 

G.Mishra divided tna agrarian agitations into three 

categories, which had their roots in the tenurial relaticns 

arising from the permanent settlement • The nature of the 

leadership placed limitatims m the movement. It remained 

directed against the European planters an:i did not .attack 

tm local exploitative elements. 49 The rich sectim of rurals 

were rivals of planters over the employment of agricultural 

45. Mishra,V; op cit., p.t4. 
46. Quoted in Das,A.N; Agrarian Unrest and Socio :Scman:ic Change in 
~~ op cit., p.5S. 

47. Mishra,B.B; (ed) Selected Docl.llOOnts on Mahatma Gandhi' 5 Hove2mnt 
:in Ch!JIIP&Xan_, 11917-l;S, (Patm, 1963), p.ts. 

48. Mishra,G; op cit., p.318. 
49. Das,A.N; •Peasant and Peasant Organization•, op cit., p.h6. 
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labourers and this rivalry erupted in the movement.. 50 

It was Rajkumar Shukla who brought Gandhi to 

Champaran.5f His image among the rural masses ani his pro usury 

stand arrl the harmless form of Satyggraha agitation made him 

easily acceptable to local leadership. Most of the big zamindars 

sided with planters an two grounds.52 Firstly, the success of 

peasant movement in Cha.mparan might embolden the ryots :in their 

own villages and so start similar movements aga:inst eviction, abwab 

and begar. Second~r, indigo planters had tremendous influence en 

governmental administnatian. 

According to Jaque Pancheapadass, Gandhi and a 

small team of intellectuals played the leading role in the 

Champaran movement Which was a nan political peasant movement.53 

In subsequent anti British movements, t.OO peasants of Bihar did 

always raise tm banner of anti-landlordism despite Gandhi 1 s 

disapproval. In 1:921, he advocated stopping of tax payment to the 

government, the peasants extended it to a no rent campsign as well. 

Gandhi 1 s Satyagraha :in Champaran was no more than a fifty six d~ 

wander .54 In Champaran, the :im.igo culti vatian was replaced by 

50. ibid, p.47 
51 o Mishra,G; op cit., p.287. 
52. ibid, p.292. 
53. Quoted in Das, A.N; Agrarian Unrest and Socio-Economic C~in 

Biha.r op cit., p.59. 
54. Mishra,V; op cit., p.16. 
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a cash-crop - SUgar cane cultivatiaru, which was more profitable. 

On the consequences of peasant movements,G.Mishra 

writes: "As a result of agrarian a.gitatim, most of tre local 

leaders amassed land at the expense of the actual cultivators ••• 

To give ~ b-1o examples, this happened in Sathi (Bettiah Raj) 

and Clruriharwa (Ramnagar Raj ). 1156 The Gandhian agrarian moveroorrts 

whether in Champaran, Kheda a.l'ld Bardoli or thcs e in U .P in 1921 

and latter in 1930-32, belcnged to liberal reformist agitations, 

mentioned by Dhanagre. 

Role of Peasant Organisations 

After Cha.mparan moveroont, Bihar witnessed militant 

peasant struggles ]sj by the peasant organisatims like Kisan 

Sahha. As A.N.Das cited, "Bihar, one of the backward states in 

India, has been the scene of almost continuous agrarian unrest 

since the beginning of the twentieth centUI!j'".Its issues have been 

m.a.ny and diverse at dif£erent points of time and in different geog

raphical areas of the state. The nature and form of the peasant 

protests, too, were different at different time~. •• .But the 1930s 

aaw the Elllergence in Bihar of a massive peasant organisatim, 

the Kisan Sahha _57 The agrarian tensions that occured in Bihar 

56. Mishra,G; op cit.:o p.319. 
57. Das,A.N; •Peasant and Peasant Organization', in Das,A.N; op cit., 

PohOo 
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in twentieth century were due to various reasons. By the 

1.930s, an organised and widespread movement was led by tm 

Kisan Sabha, under the charisr.aa.tic and dynamic leadership of 

58 ( . Ab (. Saha.janarrl Saraswati. Begar farced labour), uab illegal 

exaction), mixture of produce rent into cash rent, disputes 

over diara land, right to forest produce, grazing land and 

Bakasht land were tre issues thlt gave rise to peasant 

struggles against landlords.59 

Rajputs, Bhum.ihars, Kunnis and Ya.davas togetl:er 

with same other lower castes were fighting for a higher social 

status. The moveJOOnt owed its origin to-· governmental policy&) and 

quickly developed into economic conflicts bet>-reen upper caste 

zamindars arrl lower caste peasa.m.s follovted by sporadic unrests.61 

The census of 1901 had recorded the Bhumihars an:l. Kayasthas as 

vaishyas making them socially lo-..ter than the Rajputs nnd Brahmins 

and equal to the Kurnill:>, Ya.dnva.s, Mauhas, etc. This the Kayasthas 

_and Bhumihars resented for it was not in keeping with their economic 

status ·whatever may have their earlier status. A fertile 

58. Sen Gupta. Nimal; 1Agrariml MovEment in Bihar', in Das,A.N(ed.) 
op cit., p.15. 

59. Mishra,V; op cit., p.17. 
{f:). Sen· gupta,N; op cit., p.20. 
61. Jha, 1-Ietkar; 1Lower Caste Peasants ani Upper Caste Zamindars in 

Bihar( 1921-25): Analysis of Sanskriti and Contradictions Beti"'een 
the Two Groups', The Indian Economic Social History Review, Vol. 
XIV, No. 4. 
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grourrl for peasant struggles was created by the cumulative 

effect of all these issues. It was on this basis Kisan Sabha 

first established in western parts of Patna district in 1'927. 62 

The most important purpose behind the formation 

of the Kisan Sabha was not peasant struggle but to prevent the 

tension in the rural areas. As Sahajanand Saraswati hinwelf 

wrote: 11l'iy sole object in doing so( setting up Kisan Sabha) l'las 

not to get grievances of the Kisans redressed by mere agitaticn 

and propaganda and thus to eliminate all chances of clashes bet\'leen 

the fd.sans an::i the zamirrlars l'lhich seemed ilnnrl.J."1.ent and thus 

threatened to destroy the al.lrourrl..national unity so necessary 

to achieve freedom. Thus I began the organised Kisan Sabha 

as a staunch class collaborators"~) 

But he gradually shifted to the radical directicn. 

The Bakasht issue was laying unresolved in 1929. The government 

proposed to introduce a bill to aJiml<i the Tenancy Act which, 

if passed, would have adversely affected the interests of tre tenants. 

tenants. 64 At this stage, Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha(B.P .K.S) -was 

formed at the annual gathermg of peasants during the Sonepur fair 

62. Sahajanand,S; Mera Jeevan Sangharsa, (Patna: (Hindi) (Posthumous), 
1i952),pp.321T22. 

63. Quoted in Das,A.l!; Agrarian Unrest and Socio-Economic Change in 
Bihar, op cit., p.90. 

64. Mishra,V; op cit., p.19. 
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in 1929.
65 

Jamuna Karjee, Jadunandan Shanna, Karyanand Sharrra, 

Dhanraj Sharma, Kishore Prasad Singh, Indradeep Sinha, Bhogendr~ 

were impor,tant activists of this organisation. After a fel~ 

years, the organisaticn was joined by famous intellectuals 

like Rahul Sankrityayan and Nagarjuna and socialist leaders 

like J .P .Narayan, Ram Briksh Benipuri and Ganga Sharan Sinha. 66 

The main objective of B.F .K.S' s formation l'Jas 

marked by dropping the proposed tenancy reform. The Kisan Sabha 

grevJ from strength to strength on the crest of these waves of 

stirring political arrl economic events: civil disobedianc e movement, 

great Depression, provincial autonomy and second \Wrld war ~67 

The Kisan Sabha has waged the :important struggle against the 

tenancy bill in 19331 the Rel..rara struggles in Gaya in 1933 and 

again in 1938 and the Bakasht movements in Barahiya Tal, Rewara 

68 
¥...ajawara and .Amwari during 1936-38 etc. 

Peasant movements lvere also started in Sa.habad, Saran, 

Darbhanga, Patna·, Champaran and Bha.galpur districts- from time to 

time. The most legendary peasant struggle in Bihar under the 

leadership of the Ki.san Sal>ha was tb3 Bakasat movements in 

65. Das1 A.N; op cit., p.91. 
66. ibid. 
67. Hishra1V; op cit., p.19 
68. Das,A.N; op cit., p.130. 
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Barahiya Tal which not only continued for many years but led to 

great victory of the tenants and laid a strong foundation of 

the communist party in India. 69 

On the basis o:r the study o:r Bakasht struggle in 

Monghyr, Rakesh Gupta observes that peasant struggles in its 

ideology 1 consd.ousne ss, organisatim and mobilizatim and 

form of struggle progressively moved towards mass politics 

assuming con:munist cmsciousness. 70 The Bihar Tenancy AmendmEnt 

Act of 1937 and the Bihar Restoration of Bakasht 1arrl and Areas of 

Rent Act, 1938 were legislated <n the basis of canpromises with 

the zamindars under the guidance of Dr.Rajendra Prasad. In his 

study ,R.Gupta argv.es that Rajendra Prasad's award in the Bakasht 

land dispute was pro-landlord. 71: The la.rrllcrds set up certain 

bogus organisations cJaiming to represent the agricultural labour

ers, for "t-.eaken:i.ng Kisan Sabha.72 They were Emtrenchoo inside tre 

Congress high canmand in Bihar .73 In a reaction to emerging strength 

of Kisan Sabha, the Bihar Prov:incial Khet Ma.zdoor Sabha was set up 

in 1 ~7 by Jag Jivan Ram. 74 

69. ibid. p.131. 
70. Gupta, Rakesh; op cit., p.326. 
71. ibid, pp.313-15. 
72. Das,A.~!; op cit., p.13B. 
73. Gupta, Rakesh, op cit., p.316. 
74. Das,A~; op cit., p.139. 
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Peasant Movements in the Post-Independent Bihar 

After independence, the socialists set up splitist 

organisations l:ike the Hindu Kisan Panchayat and Kisan Sabha 

activists joined the Forwaro Bloc. s.Sahajanand set up a separate 

All India United Kisan Sa.bha. whose main objective and demand 

l'Jas nationalizatim of land. 75 

By 1941 1 internal differentiation within the 

peasantry had ccme up. As Sahajanand said, "The Kisan Sabha 

beloogs to those exploited and suffering masses whose lot is 

connected with cultivatioo and h1ho) live with it.The more they 

are oppressed and distressed the nearer they are to the Kisan 

76 
Sabha ani the nearer it is to them. 11 "The rural proletariat 

is becoming aware of its rights, duties and responsibilities ••• 

When it becomes fully aware, there \dll be final dance of destructim 

and the present iniquitous agrarian system will start crumbling.u77 

The peasant struggles of 1950s and 19t!Js, may be 

observed as Second Awakening of peasnat movements, '\'Jere the result 
. 

of the process of the distributim of luaves. 78 

.And was developed m tre questions of bataidar' s rights, famine 

75. ibid, p.141. 
76. Quoted in Das,A~!; op cit., p.137. 
77. Quoted in lviishra,V; op cit., p.22. 
78. Das,A.N; op cit., p.222. 
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relief measures, taqui loans, canal rent in irrigated areas ani 

sugar cane prices. 79 In these recent movements the poor secticn 

of the people firmly stood against the net/ rich peasants whose 

00 
emergence was the pro:iuct of the abolitiru of zamindari system. 

In 1950s a major struggle started by the bataidars. 

In Kosi areas the zamindars were in the hope of getting tracts of 

diara land reclaimed by tenants brought in from various adjoining 

districts a.rrl then evicting these tenants at higher rents. Since 193 9 

the ad.i vasi bataidars had resisted evicticn attempts. In 1i950s 

this struggle under the leadership of the legen:iary Nakshtra 

ll.iala.kar reached such a peak that tre government was forced to 

undertake a fresh survey and settlement operations in Purnea in 

1952. At least half of tiE total ba.taidar families came to be 

recorded as occupancy tenants. In a number of places the batairlars 

were also in pushing the rent down to one fourth or even stopped 

81. 
p~ it altogether. · 

After tre death of Sahajanand, his close associate 

Karyanand Sharma led the movement. He had led the Barahiya 

79. Miahra1V; qJ cit., p.23. 
80. <invedt, Gail(ed.): Land, Caste and Polley in Indian states, 

(Delhi, 1982), pp.1-36. 
81. Sen Gupta,N:irmal; '.Agrarian Jvfovernent in Bihar' 1 in Das,A.n., 

op cit., p.29. 
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Bakasht struggle of 1937-39. S2 The establishnent of the Khet 

J.iazdoor unions by the CPI tmder the veteran leadershp of 

Pt .Karyanand Shanna produced a fillip in the agricultural 

labourers' struggles. By 1957, the struggle had spread 

throughout G~a district against social oppression b;r employers 

for increasing l-ta.ge in accordance 1dth the minim.lDil f:Lxed by the 

government. In a few places, the agricultural labourers began to 

receive higher wages. After the death of Karyanand Sharma the 

movement lasted for a short time since drought conditions had set 
83 

in by about 1965. 

The Sathi Fann Struggle 

This movement was started after independence in 

Champaran district of Bihar. The root of tm movement can be traced 

to pre-independence period of the first Congress ministry. 

The Congress government appointed B.B. Verma, an 

important Congress leader and landholder of Champaran, to the the 

first Indian manager of the British Raj after assmnption by the 

84 coo.rts of wards. By 1950, Verma settled a large amount of 

gai:nnazaz»l Malik lands with his relatives, important Congress 

82. Gupta,Rakesh; op cit., PPo.318-20. 
83. Sen gupta,N; op cit., p.30. 
84. Mishra,G; op cit. 1 291. 
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leaders and influential outsiders llie Birla and Nepaul. This 

was :in contravention with one of the :ilnportant principles of set

tlement of such lands by the wards of encumbered estate. 85 

The local peasant leaders resisted the occupation 

of the land by Ramnaresh Sha.hi and his brother who were outsiders 

and their agitation took a serious turn. Gandhi condemned the 

settlement. On tre intervention of Congress leaders, Prajapati 

Mishra was appointed to act as arbitrator betv~een the peasants and 

Sha.his. However, the peasants rejected the award and highlighted 

the fact that abritrator himself had the Rajland. 
86 

The peasants 

expressed negatively to the settlements. The government of Bihar 

passed Sathi Land Restoration Act, 1950 for the cancellation of the 

settlement with Shahi. But the legislation failed. 8'7 The agitation 

continued. 88 The entire period of 50s and 60s the movement remained 

t he sole flame of aorganised peasant resistan::e in Bihar and also 

becane a symbol of inspiration far peasant movements in other parts 

of ··Bihar._ The lead in struggle scmetimes passed on fran the socia

lists to the cammmists and sanetimes vice versa. 89 

85. Das,A.N; Agrarian Unrest and Socio Econani.c Change in Bihar, 
op cit., p.223. 

86. Mishra,G; op cit., pp.297-98. 
87. Das,A.N; op cit., p.225 
88. Mishra,G; op cit., p.299. 
89o Das,A.l!; op cit., p.225. 
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The agitatioo againSt the Ramnagar Raj and tre 

movement for the settlement of the Bettiah Raj 1 s land with local 

people and actual cultivators was supported by the socialist 

party and the canmunist party. SO 

Kisan Sabha in Champaran 

The CPI(M) held a parallel Kisan Sabha in Turkulia 

Block of the East Champaran which began to offer passive resistance 

to the local tyrant in the late 160s o 

The movement assumed an active shape on issues of 

· · •t of t d · 1 · 91 R ·u nu.nJJnum wages, secur~ y enure an socJ.a oppress1en. •l\• 

Maharaj, in his case stuiies, pointed out that this Sabha is diffe-

rent fran the earlier organisatim and can be said to have started 

<l'll;v :in the late 'Ws. 
92 

The Kisan Sabha, under the leadership of Ramashray Singh, 

mobilized poor peasants. They avoided show of traditicnal respect 

to the landlords. They invited severe repression by the la.'Pldl.ords and 

the state. A number of cases were lcxiged against the Sabha c s activists 93 

and many poor peasants were :illl.plicated in false cases because the 

oppressive and blood sucking Jandloros had sons in high positions 

in too bureaucracy and spokesnan in the legislature.~ But the 

90. ¥.d.shra,G; op cit., p.299. 
91. Mishra,V; op cit., p.24. 
92. Quoted in Das,A.N; op cit., p.226. 
93. ibid, pp.227-228. 
94. Sinha1 Arun; 'Class War in Bhojpurt, EPvl, Vol. XIII, No.1 1 1978. 
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strength of the Sabha grew fran time to time. In 1'177, CPI(M) 

leaders compromised and switched over almost exclusively to 

95 
electoral politics. 

The late 1960s and early 1970s is regarded as 

the pericx:l of important peasant struggles throughout the country, 

including Bihar. This is the period when the new technological 

revolution took place in rural India, that is popularly known as 

green revolution. In political terms, green revoluticn first 

gave birth to sti'Qlg regional parties like Shethkari Sangatana, 

BKU and ntmlerous militant organisations. 96 The persistan::e of 

•· widen:ing gap between '1-.:a.ves' and 1l>.ave not's accentuated social 

tensions.97 In Bihar, the poor peasants, share-cropPers and 

agricultural labwrers, Harijan adivasis and also other sectims 

of the society had actively participated in the struggles mani ~s

ting militancy99. Under the leadership of Q'le facti<n or the other 

( ) • . 100 1101i 102 of the CPI ML , lll Musaha.n, Pumea, · Bhojpur and Patna , 

the militant peasant struggles erupted out. 

95. Das,A.N; op cit., p.229. 
96. Chaudhary,P.K; 'Peasant Movement in Patna District 1 1960-84', 

Teaching Politics, Vol.Xll, Noo 11 1986. 
97. Das,A.H; op cit., pp.222-223. 
98. Joshi,R.s; 1Dark World of Harijans and Adivasis 1 , ~~ 5 June 

1 CJ77. 
99. Chaudhary ,P .K: op cit. 
100. Das,A.U; op cit., p.230 
101 • Mukherjee ,K ao:i Yadav ,Rajenira Singh, IF our Reasons of State 

Oppression and Resistance- A St~ of Bhojpur Peasantry•, in 
Das,A.~!; op cit. 1 p.120. 

1 02.. Chaudhary 1P .K; op cit. 
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Peasant Uprisipg in Bhojpur 

Right fran the beginning of 1857 upto cootemporary 

pericd Bhojpur peasants have had showed the revolutionary potential 

to fight against social injustice, economic inequality and political 

daminatiCI1. It has historical background of peasant movementt.s am 

struggles. 

Canal system and canmercialization of agriculture 

provided material conditions for the widespread peasant movements 

· Bh · 
103 

Th ' •' f al 1 f b 'st and l.Il OJpur. e no..gra:"J.cn o rur peop e or su sJ. ence 

conscription of villages into defence forces have left in the hearts 

of population a saying, "Arrah zilla Ghar ba, Kis Baat Ka Dar B~".1i04 

High Canal rates, lack of technology and I .A .D .F scheme known as 

package programme have put agricultural labourers ani marg:inal 

labourers mder the subjugation of the 1.5% of rich peasants. The 

:impla:n.entatim of land reforms remained only m papers .1105 

Ekwari: - A village situated in Bhojpur district of Bihar was a 

.prominent place of Naxalite movement. There was a school teacher, 

Jagdish Mahto, called famcling father of Naxalite movenent in 

Bhojpur district.106 Supporting Bamnaresh Ram (CPI) backed by t~ 

10.3. Hukherjee,Kalyan; 'Bhojpur: The Long War' 1 Mainstream(New Delhi) 
Vol.XVI, No. 45,46,J'uly 8 and 1i5, 119'78. 

104. Muldaerjee,K and Kala Manju, 1Bhojpur: The Long Struggle• in Das, 
A.N am Nilakant, V(ed.) Agrarian Relatims in India, (New Delhi: 
Manohar, 1979),p.215. 

1105. ibid, p.216-217. 
106. Sinha,Arun; 'Class War in Bhojpur 1 , EPW, Vol.XIII, No.1 1 

Jan 7, 1<J78. 
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lower caste peasants and labourers, he resisted election rigging 

by the biggest landlord of the village, Nathuni Singh, who supported 

Raj Deo Ram(P.s.P) .sponsored by the upper caste landlords. Simulta-

neously, he and other teachers and mofussil intellectuals forned 

the Kisan Mazdoor Sangram Sam:i.ti which incluied the demand of 

Harijanistan in its programme. The organisation got :interwoven 

with specif~c Mar.x::i..st-Leninist ideology and attracted poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers.
107 

In 1!9'72, Jagdish Mahto 

with his friend Ranmaresh Ahir, killed a RajPJ.t landlord known 

as Saheb. Jagdish Mahto was killed in an encounter between 

two facticns of Naxalites!
08

Before the mobilization of peasants in 

,the district of Bhojpur and tre fonnation of Kisan Mazdoar Sangram 

Samiti, Several events took place. Under the leadership of Satya-

narayan Sinha, crop seizure took place in the Baxur diara. Charu 

.Hazumiar, (CPI(ML) leader, visited rural areas of Bhojpur and 

convened the first Bihar State Conference of the CPI (MI.) in 

Nathpur village of Rohtas district.1109 

In Sahar, the peasants captured plots of land ranging 

fr<111 30 to 125 bighas which are being collectively used far housing 

and cultivaticn purpose. In 19'781 peasantry started the movement by 

waging mass movement and developing mass organisations. An important 

1()'{. Mukherjee,K ani Kala Manju1 q:> cit, pp.220-221. 
108. Sinha1.Arun; 'Class War in Bhojpur 1 , op cit. 
109. Das1 A.N; op cit., p.2A9. 
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development i!'l this regard was the demonstration of 3,000 people 

at Ara demanding the release of Girja Ram, a member of an armed 

unit. This 'tlas first ever mass dem<nstration led by the CPI(ML) 

in Bhojpur district. In 1CJ/9, Jan Kalyan Samiti was formed by 

CPI(1-1L) of Vinod Mishra. 

The political mobilization can be seen in the 

i11.cident of Chenri, Pullam C~, Agiaon, Berath and Baruhi lower 

strata of the people fought 1-r.i.th landlords and police, for the 

wage demands under the banner of some radica . organisaticns. 

The Land Gnb Movement 

Following the failure of the various agrarian 

reforms measures such as land reforms, Bhoodan and Gramdan move-

ments, Land Grab movement c~ into· force in the four districts; 
I 

Purnea, ·Mujaffarpur, Patna, Arrah, and Monghyr. With the help of 

this movement, the poor peasants (evicted tenants) started to capture 

more ani more evicted and surplus lands. J.P.Narcyan and various 

political parties could not check the movement. The following reasons 

are supposed to be responsible for this movement: ( 1 ) Inspiraticn 

fran the land grab movement of Bengal, (2) the expectation of poor 

peasants fran ne~ farnied joint front ministry in 1967, (3) Can

mi:tment of this new government.; (4) the government d'ec:isian to 

implement land reform and ceiling.1110 

110. Das,A.N; op cit., pp.232-239. 
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This movement, launched jointly by the soci.s.lists 

and the CPI in the sowing season of 1970, was ultimately turned 

into a symbolic, instead of real, attack on the iniquities of land 

structure of the Bihar. 111 

Dur:in'g 1981-8.5, struggles for captUring vested land, 

shares, river banks, ponds, and orchards were launched in a mnnber 

of villages of Patna district by peasants of CPI(NL) .
112 

Masaurhi of Patna district witnessed peasant uprising 

in 1'970-75. The goverrunent decided to settle Harijans on cleared 

lands in Hcx:l.huban village of Dhanaruo Block. Yadav rich peasants 

captured it and started terroriSing the Harijan labourers. 1'/hen 

Musahars resisted those vicious atrocities of the l4ndovmers in 

Nema village, they were declared as N~tes. 11 3 The trouble soon 

snoWballed into organised armed revolt. The spearhead was against 

the feudal mcx:l.e of exploitatioo. and ~d at overthrowing the system 

114 
through armed struggle. Wage movement was also launched in 

38 villages of Bikram bloc under the direct leadership of the Kisa:n 

Sabha. In another 11 villages it broke out spontaneously and remaining 

18 villages landlords increased wage without any direct movement. 11 5 

111. Sinha,Indradeep; 'Land Liberatioo Movement in Bihar', Mainstream, 
1 0 October 1710. 

112. Chaudhar.y,P.K; op cit. 
113. Das,A.N; op cito, pp.239-241. 
114. Chaudhary,P.K; op cit. 
11.5. }ashra,V; op cit., p.1J2. 
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The Bihar Pradesh Kisan Sabha(B.P .K.S) was fori!)::)d by 

the militant peasants of Bihar when they came out of their villages 

and staged an armed demcnstration an the streets of the State 

capital. The main slogans v1ere ( 1) fight against social injustice; 

(2) fight against soci<U inequality; (3) proper implementation of 

land reforms; (4.) cultural ccnsciousness. The B.F J( .s organized 

meetings, processims, gheraos, strikes and efforts to deal with 

problems of villages through a kind of collective mechanis:n lmmm 

as Chaupal meetins. The BoPoKoS organized its first State 

Conference in Uarch 1984. The following demands of the B.F oK.S 
<· 

were .made: Seizure of crops of land illegal.ly held by landlar'ds, 

and grains hoarded by landlords, to feed the starving peasantry. 

To fight for the abolition of bonded labour system and for 

increasing the wages, seizure of surplus land above the ceiling, 

seizure of benami land, to fight for reductim of rent, supporting 

the peasant struggles against merchants, bureaucratic capitalists, 

to fight for varirus government relief measures, and to develop 

organisatim of the people as 11village self defence corps", volun-

teer forces, to enable thEIIl to defend themselves from the attack 

of oppressors. The remarkable features of this struggle was that 

peasants succeeded by binging the landless away fran the caste 

barriers and uniting than with Harijans.116 

116. Quoted :in Chaudhary ,P .K; op cit. 
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In Bihar, caste armies has been organised by the 

landlords to suppress the increasing organizing strength of the 

poor. Ther is Bhumi Sena of the Kurmi lB.ndlords, too Brahmarshi Sena 

of the Bhumihar landlords, too Kunar Singh Sena of the Rajput 

landlords and the Lorik Sena of Yadav larrllords. These Senas are 

getting the support of the state government. These Senas are mainly 

localised in the central districts of Bihar - Fatna, Nalanda, Gaya, 

Aurangabad and Bhojpur - and these districts are better off econanica-

~ than the Adivasi belt :in South Bihar and the over populated 

1i17 areas of North Bihar. The hostile attitude of the State is 

obvious from" the fact that •Operatioo. Black Panther' E.Jrl ''I'ask 

Force 1 in Gaya has been lmmched by the State goverru'Wnt to flush 

out tre militant peasant's organisations. 118 The armed clashes bet-

ween Senas of the landlords and the peasants, severe suppresaian of 

the peasant movements, cold-blooded murder of revolutionaries, 

killings of notorious landloros, strikes of the poor people and 

police firings an processions and mass meetings are regular features 

of Bihar. 

The unequal distributicn of land, and the exploitation 

of the poor gave birth to peas an~ movements in Bihar. In most of 

11:7. Majumdar, Modhumita; 'Bihar's Bloody Trail', The Hindustan Times, 
Friday, 3 OctOber, 1986. 

118. Dutt, Nilanjan; 1Arwal Massacre, Part of Government Part t ,EP'd, 
Vol. XXI, No.2?, 1986. 
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these movements the poor peasants who were the worst sufferers 

had always -participated, unier the leadership of rich peasant 

leaders. It was during T970- 180, these movements had 

their own leaders, but they were _also guided by the ideologies 

of tie upper class. Even the leaders of the Naxalite movement 

-were drawn fran upper classes. 



CONCLUSION 

The main objective of the lani tenure system 

intrcduced by the British was to extract maximum possible 

surplus fran agricultural sector for promoting industry in 

their home cmmtry. Tre rulers adopted a policy of de-industria-

lization of India. The siphoning of the ma.x:imum possible surplus 

was dc:ne by them with the help of' landlords. i However, subjugating, 

squeezing and fleecing of the peasantry \-Jas not a ch.:;.r.:l.cteristic 

feature in Bihar alone, it was in the whole af rural India during 

the colonial perioo • All the agrarian Acts passed by the 

colonial state all.y served tre interests of the landlords. There 
\. 

was a comrivance betiieen the British rulers and the indigenous 

landlords. The latter in fact were British agents rather than the 

representatives of their own people. The colonial peasantry in-

cluling the one in Bihar was exploited by the colonial state 

with the help of landlords in the fonn of eviction and exorbitant 

rent. 

Apart fran the legal means, extra-legal and illegal 

lesses, Salami money aDi vicious systan of Corvee were imposed 

by the ruling classes en the poor peasantry. Throughout the 

colonial period, cash cropr.; ;·:ere :.:..ugment ed at tre cost of fo<Xl-crops. 

Tre increirent of agricultural production in rural Irxlia, as was 

the aim of the Britishers, 1£5 not rcaJized to an effective length. 



Simultaneously, poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers have waged relentless struggles against the system. 

Fran 1930s to t950s, Kisan Sabha., the most powerful arrl fairly 

lddespread organisatioo., launched heroic peasant struggles 

in Bihar around various agrarian questicns. In the colonial 

periai, the character of the movement was anti-imperialist and 

anti-zamindari. The Cha.mparan satyagraha did not question the 

ubiquitous nature of the system, although all sections of tlle 

society part.icipated in the struggle. B.P .K .s. was outside 

the orbit of liberal political party. 

After Independence the permanent settlenent has 

been pernanently unsettled in Bihar. The zamindari system 1-1as 

abolished as a result of India'~ independence, peasant movements, 

and the role of' leaders such as s.saraswati and K.B.Sahay. 

Land reforms incluiing Bhocd.an, Gra.m:lan and Sampatidan movements 

were started in response to the demands realized throo.gh various 

peasant movement. s in different parts or India. All the agrarian 

refonn measures, other tr.a.n the aboliti<!1 of za.m:indari system, 

taken by the state governments in India, have not been quite 

effective. As far as its :implemert, ati on is cmcerned, U .P, Bihar, 

arrl Rajasthan have been tl:e least effect-ed States. Tm positim of 

tl:e weaker sectiC!l has not improved much in rural India. Oral 

lease is still prevalent in different. parts of India and in 

Bihar. The eviction of tenants is a conrnC!l phenanenon. Tenancy 

Act has not been quite effective in Bihar. 
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During 1950s and 1960s, several agrarian movements 

were initiated in Bihar. The green revoluticn vas also introduced. 

It was expected that this would trickle down to the rural poor. 

Sane parts of rural Iniia such as P'lmjab and Haryana m ve 

shown decisively the positive ga:ins of green revolution. 

Partly it was due to ryotwari system in these areas ani partly 

it was due to efforts of the state governments. It has, however, 

widened tre gap bet'l .. ~een the 'haves' ani the '!lave nots'. In 

Kerala, '\·mge has increased due to peasant movements. In Punjab, 

1-1age has also increased due to scarcity of labour. In other parts 

of India wJges have not chaq;ed much due to either absence of 

green revoluticn or abundance of wage labourers or due to the 

l.ack of peasant mobilisati~. All the three or a canbination 

of any t>w or due to one of the three factors wages remained 

relatively unchanged. Certainly producticm has also not changed 

partly due to tba: same factors. 

Accentuation of inequality and concentration of 

the n:eans of pro:iuctim in a fewer harrls have increased tre 

number of agricultural labourers, the polarisation of .small farmers 

into the ranks of agricultural labourers and, tre gap between the 

rich ani the poor. Perhaps, the technology-oriented agrarian 

policy of the govemment has also added to the gravity of inequality. 

In Bihar, there are 20 land. lords •·lho po:::sess more 

than 1000 acres atr land. Class polarisation coulu be seen in 

Bihar in terms of lan:llords comprising erst11hile zwnindnrs, 
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naibs, moneylenders on tre one har:rl, and bataidars, poor peasants 

and agricultural labourers on the otbar. The m:iddle an:i rich 

peasants have emerged fran the class of ,.,ell-off occupancy 

ryots. They have energed as a Kulak-lobby 1 and are gererally 

aggressive against J>easants and agricultural labourerso 

As a result of the green revolution, militant 

struggleS of the peasantr,y un:ier the leaderasip of CPI (HL) 

occured in ~vhich agricultural labourers ani poor peasantry have 

been ~icipating since middle of 1960s. The Bhojpur movement 

in Bihar is largezy an offshoot of the Naxalbari movement of 

West Bengal. 

The socio-economic condition of the rural poor in 

Bihar has not cans:hlerably increased. Sale o.f their :maim demar:rls 

have been articulated'- effectively through peasant movements. 

The rich ani the well-entrenched sections in Bihar have been an a 

warpath against the poor. Tre State has also not been able to do 

much to tackle tie menace of the lanlllord-maneylender canb:ine. 

KiJ.J..ing of both J.amlorde ani peasant leaders ani armed clashes 

between the private armies of both the landlall'ds .ani the peasants 

have been a ccmncm pnencuenon in Bihar. 
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